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Israelis
 
Decline  
To 
Debate  
Crisis  
By DON 
COX 
Spartan Daily
 Staff Writer 
Arab and
 Israeli foreign 
students
 
on campus are 
having no more 
success than their squabbling coun-
trymen in 
jointly  discussing the 
Middle East crisis. 
Yesterday's scheduled debate be-
tween Arab and
 Israeli students in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium was 
sup-
posed to be a forum for presenting 
the arguments 
of
 both sides in the 
conflict 
Only
 the Arabs showed up. 
Although a Jewish American 
graduate student presented his 
view of the conflict, the Israeli 
students 
were
 not represented of-
ficially. 
In a statement read at the de-
bate, Israeli foreign students 
declared the situation "too delicate 
and critical" for a student debate 
that could "worsen conditions." 
The Israeli statement called the 
problem too complex for students 
to suggest solutions "that diplo-
mats are uncertain about". 
The Israelis pointed out "Recent 
days have indicated that dia-
logues between Arabs and Israelis 
have caused antagonism and even 
physical assault.'' 
Despite the 
absence
 of an of-
ficial Israeli representative, Mo-
hammad Adwan a  native of Jor-
dan and Sy Berg talked up plenty 
of fireworks before an audience of 
at least 300 and Bay Area TV 
cameras. 
Adwan 
charged Israel with fol-
lowing an 
"expansionistic"  policy 
Name Change Bill 
Assembly Bill 946, 
otherwise 
known as the State College Name 
Change Bill, passed in its second 
reading 
in the State Assembly 
yesterday. 
If the bill is finally approved, 
San Jose 
State College 
could  even-
tually become San Jose State Uni-
versity. 
The bill was 
introduced  by John 
Vasconcellos
 (D-S.J.). 
No. 129 
in the Middle
 East. 
He 
said  the 
United  Arab 
Re-
public's 
militaly  
build-up
 is a 
response 
to
 fear of 
Israeli
 aggres-
sion. 
The 
Jordanian
 condemned
 Israel 
for 
what he called
 "countless 
vio-
lations of 
the United 
Nations 
charter 
which  is 
their  birth 
cer-
tificate." 
Berg  
countered
 that, 
"Arabs  re-
fuse to 
admit  that 
Israel 
exists.  
"They  are 
committed  
to Israel's 
destruction,"
 he 
insisted.
 
Adwan 
countered  that 
all the 
Arabs 
wanted  was 
an 
"honorable  
and 
just
 peace 
under the 
original 
U.N. 
regulations."
 
Berg 
called UAR
 President 
Ga-
mal Abdel Nasser's 
actions
 in 
the 
Middle 
East  a 
"reflection  
of his 
own
 
embarrassment".
 
"He can't
 unify 
the  Arab 
world, 
so he 
had to 
throw a 
stone at 
someone," 
Berg  declared. 
MUSIC  OF 
CHINA,
 past and 
present,
 will fill 
Concert
 Hall to-
night at 
8:15 when Taiwan 
musician Tsai -ping
 Liang performs 
on 
the cheng, an 
ancient
 Chinese 
instrument.
 Tickets, $2 
general 
admission and 
$1
 for students, are 
available in the 
Student  Busi-
ness Office,
 Building R, and 
will  be sold at the 
door. For story, 
see 
page
 7. 
Istomin 
at
 
Morris  
Dailey
  
Concert
 
Pianist
 to 
Perform
 
By
 
BARBARA
 
KYNE  
Spartan
 
Daily
 
Fine
 Arta
 Editor 
The 
striving
 for 
absolute  
per-
fection
 in every
 phase 
of
 his per-
formance
 has lifted
 Eugene 
Isto-
min to the
 peaks of 
the  pianistic 
world. As 
Pablo Casals said,
 "He 
is among
 our greatest
 pianists." 
This 
world-renowned
 artist will 
perform 
a benefit 
recital  tonight 
at 8:15 in Morris 
Dailey Auditor-
ium. The recital is 
sponsored by 
the College Union 
Board of Gov-
ernors and Blue 
Key  fraternity, 
an upper division
 men's honorary. 
Proceeds 
from
 the event 
will 
go to 
the College Union fund. 
Tickets at $2 are on sale in the 
Student Affairs Business 
Office, 
Building R. 
When Istomin first
 bowed with 
the Philadelphia
 and New York 
EUGENE
 
ISTOMIN
 
... plays tonight 
Philharmonic 
orchestras, the then 
18 -year -old
 musician had 
won both 
the 
Philadelphia  Orchestra 
Youth 
Contest and 
the  Leventritt 
Award  
in a single year and 
was hailed as 
a prodigy. 
Today he has 
progressed  from 
prodigy to 
fulfill  
all 
the  
Premise 
of that double 
debut. In his twenty 
years as a 
concert pianist, 
Istomin 
has 
performed  on six 
continents.  
The 
entertainer's  
international
 
career, 
along with a close and 
last-
ing association with the great cell-
ist, 
Pablo Casals, began in 1950 
with his 
appearance  at the Bach 
Festival at Prades, 
France.
 
Istomin's
 program tonight 
will 
consist of Haydn's "Sonata in A 
Major," Schubert's 
'Two Impromp-
tus, Opus 9(Y' and 
"Sonata in C 
Major,"
 "Sonata in Three Move-
ments" by Igor Stravinsky and
 
Chopin's  "Nocturne 
in
 F Sharp 
Major" and 
"Polonaise  in A Flat 
Major." 
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By JOHN 
JACKSON
 
Spartan Daily Sports Writer 
Four years
 of world record 
breaking  dedication will be hon-
ored 
today,  as the city of San Jose 
and SJS proclaim 
Friday,
 May 26, 
Tommie Smith Day, 
Official ceremonies will be this 
afternoon at 3 on Seventh
 Street. 
Vic Lee, ASB 
president,  will 
climax a band and pompon girl 
rally by reading a letter
 from San 
Jose Mayor
 Ron James, proclaim-
ing Tommie Smith Day 
throughout
 
the city. 
Lee will then
 read another an-
nouncement honoring Smith
 and 
the entire Spartan  track team on 
behalf of the student body. 
MODESTO TODAY 
The team 
will then board the 
bus that will take it to Modesto 
and what they hope will 
be an-
other record breaking performance 
In
 tomorrow's California
 Relays. 
No other SJS athlete has ever 
Tommie Featured 
Tommie Smith Day is also fea-
tured In today's Spartan Daily. 
A picture story of Tommie, 
along with several human Inter-
est stories appear In sports, 
page. 4 and 5. 
been honored by the city and stu-
dent body in 
such  a manner. 
Perhaps no other SJS athlete 
has 
ever been more deserving of 
the honor than the lanky track 
star, called by many track and 
field experts, "The world's fastest 
human." 
Always at his best when the 
pressure's on, Smith made his final 
SFS Ends Ratings
 
The San 
Francisco
 State Aca-
demic Senate moved this week to 
cease  the computation of class 
standing of SFS students. 
While the final action on the 
measure
 is pending approval 
of 
State College 
Chancellor Glenn S. 
Dumke, the move would provide 
that class standings would not be 
available to local students'
 draft 
boards. 
Last
 year SJS Academic Council 
made policy 
that the 
college 
would 
not mail anything EXCEPT
 at the 
student's request. 
This 
included  class standing. 
Andhopmemesew   
Mysterious  'Rat  
Lab'
 Hides 
Purpose  
Photo 
by
 A. J. Dubiel 
JERRY
 
BURNS,  
SJS 
psychology
 
graduate  
student and Psychol-
ogy
 
Animal  
Laboratory
 
technician,  conducts an 
experiment
 in 
the 
lab  with 
one 
of 
his 
subjects.
 This experiment is the
 
Shuttle
 
Box,
 
which
 
employs
 
the 
use of an 
electrified floor 
in
 a stimulus -
response  
experiment.
 
EDITOR'S NOTE This is the first of two articles 
on the Psychology Animal Laboratory, its history, 
its present function, and its future. The building 
is commonly
 
referred
 
to as the 
"Rat
 Lab" by 
students on campus. 
By 
PAT 
MeCULLOCH  
Spartan 
Daily 
Staff
 Welber 
Located on a corner of Ninth and San 
Antonio
 streets, a small, old building sits 
seemingly
 undisturbed and even a little mys-
terious. The
 exterior of this weary building 
deceptively hides
 the true nature of its use-
fulness. 
This "foreboding" building is formally known 
as the Psychology Animal Lab, or "Rat Lab," 
according to general campus usage. Experi-
ments of various types are conducted in the 
lab 
under  the supervision of the 
psychology 
department. 
"The use of the 
animal facilities," states Dr. 
Eldred Rutherford, associate 
professor
 of psy-
chology, "is 
essential
 
and critical to the
 central
 
part of the psychology  curriculum, particular-
ly experimental
 psychology, physiological
 psy-
chology and 
learning.
 
"The lab is also 
critical to independent ex-
perimental projects, carried 
on
 by students 
(graduate 
and undergraduate) 
and  basic re-
search
 conducted by faculty members." 
The 
majority
 of the experiments in the lab 
are classified into 
two categmies, which are 
most applicable to the facilities 
available
learning theory 
and  physiological psychology. 
Physiological psychology 
is concerned with 
how physiological 
changes
 in an animal will 
affect the way he reacts 
to any stimuli. Surgi-
cal 
removal  of sections of 
the brain or a par-
ticular gland
 is often done for 
this  purpose. 
Experiments are 
also  conducted with 
the use 
of
 drugs in 
relation
 to the 
affects
 on the 
speed 
of learning and 
activity.  
"These experiments
 are made 
on the assump-
tion that 
something  goes on 
inside  the rat," 
comments  Jerry Burns, 
animal  lab technician.
 
"What 
are these 
things,
 and how 
he
 reacts 
Is
 
the  basis for 
our  area of 
investigation."  
Experiments 
under the 
learning  theory 
are  
products of 
the  belief that 
an environmental
 
condition
 can affect the 
method or rate of 
learning  in an 
organism.
 
Three types 
of
 tests applied, 
which most 
students are 
familiarized  with
 in basic psy-
chology classes,
 are the 
Skinner  Box, 
Avoid-
ance
-Trainer  situation,
 and the Maze. 
"These
 tests are 
used as tools 
to measure 
something  else," 
emphasizes
 Burns. 
"We are 
sure we 
can  teach 
animals  to do 
something, 
but we 
aren't  
concerned
 with that
 . . . rather 
the 
ways
 in which 
they go 
about  
learning."
 
"A typical 
lab experiment,"
 relates 
Dr. 
Ronald
 Ftabedatt 
assistant  professor
 of psy-
chology,
 "involves 
first placing the
 rats into 
a circular
 cage. He 
learns that if 
he presses a 
lever,
 he 
receives
 a pellet
 of food. 
"The animal can 
be 
trained to 
respond
 
to
 
certain 
stimuli,  such 
as a light 
or
 a sound, 
and 
also  not to 
respond  when
 the stimulus
 
is 
absent. 
"Experimenters
 can 
tell
 how well
 he learns 
through  
strength
 of 
motivation  
and  the ef-
fects
 of 
different
 types
 of 
learning  
procedures."  
According
 to 
Dr. 
Rabedeau,  
significant  
studies are
 being 
carried 
on
 in the 
lab which 
are 
probing  for 
"discoveries
 on how 
the brain 
controls 
behavior  
and
 emotion."
 
"What 
we are 
discovering
 is that 
you can 
interfere 
with the 
whole 
process  (as 
in brain 
damage),
 and 
the  
organism
 will not
 respond 
to a 
stimulus
 (as 
pain) in 
an 
emotional
 way.  
He
 may be 
taught  to 
respond  in 
an emotional
 
manner,
 but 
he
 can't learn
 to avoid
 a painful
 
stimulus."  
race before
 the home town 
fans
 
a 
memorable one last 
week,  as he 
swept to 
world records in the 
400 
meter
 and 440 yard 
events on 
Spar tan 
track.  
But 
the saga of Tommie
 Smith, 
SJS track star, is 
much  more than 
the story 
of
 one race. 
It is the story 
of hard work, 
concentration
 and dedication, 
both 
TOMMIE
 SMITH 
... 
honored today 
from Smith and track
 coach Bud 
Winter. 
It Is the 
story of a 
clumsily  
starting freshman who
 disciplined 
and molded 
himself
 into the 
world's 
premiere  sprinter. 
It is the story of Saturday, May 
7, 
1966, when Smith started his 
assault on the 
world  record books 
with 
a 19.5 record in the 
220 yard 
and 200 meter straightaway.
 
WORLD MARKS 
It 
is the story of 
world  marks 
in the 220 yard -200 meter curve 
and 440 yard 
indoor dash. 
It is the 
story of relay records 
in the 1,600 meter, the 
880 yard 
and
 the mile indoor relays. 
It is the story of as 
yet  unset 
marks in the 100 yard and 100 
meter dashes. 
It is the story of as yet unrun 
races in the 1968 
Olympics.  
It is the story of 
world  Sports 
magazine's 1966 International 
Sportsman of the year. 
It is the story of feature arti-
cles in Time and Sports Illustrated 
magazines.
 
But most of 
all it is the story 
of a 22 -year -old college student 
who has brought world-wide recog-
nition and honor to himself, hit 
community and
 his college. 
Acting 
Prexy 
Appoints 
Advertising Manager 
Ken
 Becker, junior 
advertising  
major from San 
Jose,  has been 
appointed 
Spartan  Daily 
adver-
tising 
manager for the fall se-
mester
 
It will be his third semester
 on 
the ad 
staff.
 He was a salesman
 
last semester and he is currently 
business
 manager. 
Becker listed the duties of ad-
vertising manager as coordinating 
the advertising staff efforts, mak-
ing a daily 
financial
 report, pre-
paring the page dummies for the 
editorial  staff of the Daily, 
and
 
deciding passage of ads. 
According to Becker there will 
be 25 new members of the ad staff 
next semester who will act as 
salesmen. Six 
returning staffers 
will move into executive positions. 
Promotions
 
Study Set 
A meeting has been called by 
college president Dr. Robert D. 
Clark which could bring a bit of 
clarity to a somewhat clouded 
faculty
 promotions procedures 
picture.  
The meeting will be held in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium 
at 3:30 
p.m. 
The
 action is a result of petition 
from approximately 
100 SJS fac-
ulty  members for holding a 
meet-
ing "to instruct
 the responsible 
committee or committees to use all 
the moneys 
budgeted for promo-
tions for the purposes of 
promoting  
all faculty 
members  qualified 
for 
promotion."
 
The 
president 
noted  yesterday 
that, "The 
constitution  of the fac-
ulty does 
not provide 
that  the fac-
ulty in a 
general  meeting 
may  
instruct  one of its 
committees, a 
function 
reserved  to the 
Academic  
Council." 
"However,"  
he said, "the
 faculty 
may 
express  its 
opinion
 in an 
ad-
visory  form if 
it wishes to 
do so." 
At
 the meeting 
a resolution, 
proposed
 by Drs. John 
Gal)n and 
James 
Clark,
 respective 
presidents 
of the 
SJS  locals of the 
American 
Federation
 of Teachers
 and the 
As-
sociation
 of 
California
 State 
Col-
lege Professors
 urging
 the 
rescis-
sion  of the 
60,40 ratio 
as an 
administrative
 
regulation,  and 
the 
projection
 of 
promotion
 needs
 so 
that 
they
 might 
be included 
in 
next 
year's  budget.
 
Also 
included  
in
 the 
resolution  
is the
 suggestion
 that 
the college
 
Promotion
 Committee
 recommend
 
promotions
 for all 
profs 
worthy  of 
promotion,  
on
 the 
assumption  
that 
monies  can
 
and  
should
 be 
made 
available. 
Becker plans "merely to keep 
the  staff running as smoothly as it 
has 
this year."
 He anticipates pos-
sible 
difficulties because of in-
creased circulation and budget. 
KEN BECKER 
... new 
ad
 
manager
 
Becker said, "I want to do 
my
 
best  to make sure all the adver-
tising that enters the 
paper is 
worthy  of 
the  students, 
that
 
is,
 
no ads which are misleading or 
objectionable." 
This summer Becker will intern 
under the 
American  Association of 
Advertising Agencies with adver-
tising agency McCann-Erickson. 
After graduating he plans to work 
in an agency, possibly the same. 
Monkees
 Canceled 
The 5Ionkees concert this 
Saturday has been 
canceled, ac-
cording  to John Chaffetz of the 
Spartan
 Foundation.
 
Mik, Nesmith, the oldest nwmi-
ber of the rock and roll group 
underwent surgery Tuesday for 
a throat condition,  lie
 will not 
be able to 
appear  for two weeks. 
It is hoped the Foundation 
and 
the Monkees will be able to re-
arrange the concert for an early 
fall date, 
according 
to Chaffetz. 
Some 27,000
 people had been 
expected to attend the concert In 
Spartan 
Stadium, 
Top
 Prices paid , 
for 
used 
books  
at 
Cal
 
Book
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Manager  Jack 
Groban 
Staff
 
Editorial
 
Bring  
Our  
Boys  
Home
 
A 
record  337 
U.S. 
soldiers  
were  
killed 
in 
Vietnam
 last
 week, 
bringing 
the 
total  dead 
to 
10,253almost
 one-
third the
 number 
in the 
Korean  
con-
flict. 
That's  
quite  
a record for an un-
declared
 
war.
 
Recently.
 Prof. 
Hans
 
Morgenthau,
 
a 
vociferous
 critic of 
the war, stated 
flatly
 that it 
will
 continue on 
th  gh 
1968 regardless 
of the Presidential 
elevtitni.  Columnist 
Joseph Alsop has 
estimated
 that Gen. 
Westmoreland.  to 
fight effectively
 in northern South 
ietnam against increased
 Communist 
infiltration 
across the Demilitarized
 
Zone. will need at 
least another divi-
sion of soldiers 
(13.000  to 17,000 
men). 
Gen. W 
estino rd l a n d ouldn't need 
more  men and the war 
wouldn't
 have 
to continue 
as it does if the North 
Vietnamese weren't 
allowed to sneak 
continually across the border 
by the 
thousands, day and night, week after 
week. month 
after agonizing month. 
The 
war in Vietnam is increasing-
ly following the 
formula  of Wodd 
War Iput 
the  men into the meat -
grinder 
and  let them fight it out in 
vicious frontline combat. Play poli-
tics at home while the soldiers die. Go 
on the theory that constant pressure 
eventually will win,
 even though un-
told thousand- must be the 
sacrificial  
lambs. 
It 
is quite evident, 
from public 
opinion polls, that 
a significant ma-
jority
 of Americans support 
a win 
policy in Vietnam,
 and that doesn't 
mean  waiting one year or 
five
 years 
or 10 years to win but NOW. 
President 'Johnson is a cruelly in-
humane man to play 
politics  with hu-
man lives. The 
Communist  aggressors 
in 
Southeast 
Asia will 
continue  to 
kill,  
maitn  and 
torture
 peasants and
 their 
like until
 they are 
beaten. 
Playing
 
a 
slow war 
will  not stop 
them. 
If 
President 
Johnson
 is doing 
what 
lie 
is
 doing, escalating 
the war bit by 
bit, to keep the 
public calm 
anti
 thus 
insure his re-election 
next year, he 
is
 a madman. If there is 
another reason 
he is keeping
 secret, then let 
him 
either tell us of it 
or
 reveal it to us. 
If neither of these, let's
 win or end 
the war 
now and bring the 
soldiers  
home.
 
R.J. 
Guest Room 
CIP
 
Sponsor
 
By PHIL 
WHITTEN 
The 
Community
 
Involvement Program 
(CIP)  recently passed by 
the new Student 
Council
 after almost 12 
months of inves-
tigation and four 
months during 
which 
time 
it was pending 
is
 one of the 
most
 
important programs 
ever
 adopted at SJS. 
The 
CIP will be 
an
 attempt by 
the  
members 
of
 this academic
 community to 
respond  in a 
meaningful  
way
 to some of 
the 
problems 
confronting  our 
racial and 
ethnic 
minorities 
as well as 
other  people 
in the 
lower  
socio-economic
 classes
 in the 
Bay Area.
 It will, in 
effect, 
attempt
 to 
provide
 to these 
people those 
tools which 
are necessary
 to "succeed"
 in our 
society,  
hut  more 
importantly,
 it 
should 
offer  
them an 
insight 
into
 the 
nature  of 
our
 
society and 
the very 
deep 
troubles
 beset-
ting it so 
that they 
may become
 leaders 
in the 
great  
American
 struggle 
to provide 
more than 
just a hope
 for the 
future in 
the  words, 
". . with 
Liberty and
 Justice 
for 
all." 
The 
academic
 
community
 is 
composed  
of a group 
of people in 
many  ways 
atypi-
cal from
 the general 
community. The
 col-
lege community. because
 of certain char. 
Outlines
 
The Johnson
 Round 
Pioneer
 
Program
 
aeteristics,  has a unique opportunity 
to 
relate its learning 
to building in the 
"real world" a society 
more
 in tune with 
the 
ideals under which this 
country
 was 
founded than 
exists  today. We feel that 
the academic 
community,
 that this aca-
demic community, must 
respond  meaning-
fully to the problems of the society around 
us, of 
which  we are part. The CIP is an 
attempt to do just
 that. 
The concept
 of the CIP is not unique; 
in fact, it is 
patterned after the concepts 
underlying the community involvement
 
programs at San Francisco State, Harvard, 
and City University of N.Y. 
(CUNY);
 
nevertheless, our program is a response 
to the 
environment existing here, thus the 
program is necessarily unique. Initially 
the CIP shall concern itself with the fol-
lowing
 programs: 
THE 2 PER CENT
 PROGRAM 
This
 program, to be undertaken with 
the 
cooperation  of the Admissions Office 
and 
the  Financial Aids Office, will seek 
to admit 
minority group students to SJS 
under the 2 per cent
 exception clause, 
based  on Title 5 (Education
 Code) of 
For 
What
 
It's
 
Worth  
fiy JIM 
RAUH 
Sunshiny
 dot.- 
odd 
thing's
 
to
 ,I 
rent 
people. it
 some' to rim for
 the shade. 
It 
makes ,ome 
put  on ,N$ ',Until 
is
 Mid head 
for the beach.
 But for .   it 
creates 
restlessness,  tension and 
criminal animos-
ity.  
Riots are what rm 
talking  about here
stupid, senseless  riots
 caused by people 
who have nothing
 better to do than de-
stroy, pillage and injure 
people and prop-
erty. 
Dig down deep. Read into the stories of 
recent
 
riots 
in the 
Bay  area 
and see if 
you can
 finch a 
ration.il
 hi -is for 
revolt. 
True. land 
at the Beach. a San 
Frami-e0
 
amnsement
 park, did 
1111.1.11 
MMICI
 g may 
be
 
comphte
 demolition 
from
 
an aesthetic 
standpoint.  But did 
the  
rioting
 
arid  robbery  which  took place 
there 
last
 
week
 really 
do anybody any good? 
Some montal eases might say, "Oh, 
it's
 
just a 
bunch 
of kids 
letting
 off steam." 
But
 
to 
the police.,
 of 
whom  many 
were
 
injured
 in the 
three-day
 
melee, 
it 
wasn't  
youthful
 
"steam." It was a park of ve   
that
 
needed  
exterminating.  
In San Jose's
 Alum Rock 
Park Sunday 
night. sonic
 150 picnic
-packers  fought 
it
 
out with a 
local motorcycle
 club for an 
hour 
with
 tire irons and
 beer bottles. 
Police
 arrived to 
quell  the violence
 only 
to be 
stoned  by the
 civic -minded 
par-
ticipants. 
The reason for the "gang" fight? God 
only knows. Maybe somebody 
pushed  
somebody or stared at him cross-eyed. But 
was there really any other way to settle 
the matter than all out  rioting? Of course 
not. 
The sun also 
shines in Vallejo, where, 
on 
Sunday
 night,
 
1,000  
"kiddies"
 rioted 
in file Floyd Terrace 
housing area. Once 
again the police were 
treated
 with the 
utmost respect upon
 their arriYal and 
were
 bombarded with rocks and 
bottles.  
Early  Sunday in "south" America (San
 
Diego), 
hundreds
 of youths, thwarted
 in 
their 
attempts  to see Smokey Robinson 
and 
the Miracles at a downtown
 auditor-
ium, smashed 
windows up and 
down
 the 
streets 
a 
logical
 alternative, of course.
 
As the boys 
in blue came to the rescue, 
five 
of them were 
assaulted hy 
the fun -
loving group of 
boys and girls, 
who oh-
viously 
were  "just out for a good time." 
7
 
EL 
RANCHO
 
VERDE
 
Golf
 at EL 
RANCHO
 VERDE
 
 
Beautiful
 18 
Hole 
Course
 
 
Lighted
 
Driving  
Range 
 
Individual  and
 Group 
Instruction
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"Police brutality!"
 the rioters scream 
as 
they are dragged off
 to the paddy 
wagon.
 I guess it is brutal for
 police offi-
cers to mistreat 
citizens.  But why not 
treat 
animals like 
animals?
 The SPCA 
might  
have 
better handled the 
situation. 
New  York 
Mayor
 John Lindsay
 could 
be 
on the right 
track in his 
efforts to 
"Turn a long, hot 
summer into a 
short,
 
cool 
one."  
He 
has formulated a 17
-point  program. 
in 
conjunction  with several of 
New York's 
business 
interests, to curb riots during
 
the coming summer. 
Anticipating the strange 
tricks that the 
sum's rays can 
play
 on 
some
 
people's 
minds, Lindsay is 
considering
 such 
ideas  
as adapting sprinkler devices to all
 of 
New York's fire hydrantsturning 
them 
all into makeshift kiddie coolers. 
Cold
 water may not 
he
 the 
answer
 to 
the hot situations that the Kiln is bringing 
on. Maybe heat
 
is. Remember the old 
housewives' remedy for cooling off on a 
hot day? Have a howl of hot soup. 
If people feeling like rioting, fight fire 
with 
fire. "Cool" them off with a ration 
of paddy wagons, legal restrictions and ar-
rests and really pet them in hot water. 
ENJOY
 BROWSING? 
TRY
 US . . . 
State 
Book
 Shop 
389 S. First St. 
297-4797
 
Open Monday through Friday
 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Saturday until 
6 pun. 
the California 
State Administrative
 Code, 
Article 4, Section
 40759, which 
provides 
that
 up to 2 per 
cent  of the persons
 ad-
mitted as first-time
 freshmen to a state
 
college may  be persons 
who are not 
otherwise eligible. 
The students admitted will be those 
whose level of aspiration or peer
-group  
expectations or economic status or high 
school grades are such that they do not 
plan to attend college although they show 
other signs that given the
 opportunity, 
they would be 
successful  in college. These 
students will be selected
 by the CIP 
Board of Trustees in 
cooperation  with 
the counseling 
services  of the high schools, 
and admitted and 
given  the economic 
means necessary
 to remain in school in 
cooperation 
with  the formerly
-mentioned  
administrative
 departments 
of
 this insti-
tution. The
 students will 
be
 counseled by 
the 
faculty
 members of the
 CIP Board 
of 
Trustees  for as 
long
 as is deemed
 nec-
essary. 
TUTORING  PROGRAM 
This program 
will be merely 
a consoli-
dation
 and an 
expansion of 
programs 
already
 under way
 by such 
organizations  
as 
Student  
Initiative
 and 
Students  for 
a 
Democratic  Society.
 It will 
involve  having 
SJS 
students 
tutor  
youngsters
 in 
the  
poorer 
areas 
around
 San 
Josemostly  
minority
-group 
youngsters.
 
However, 
for 
pragmatic
 reasons,
 we 
should  like 
to see the 
tutors paid 
under 
Work
-Study 
Program, 
or given 
aced   
credit
 under 
the 
Experimental  
College. 
SUMMER  
CAMP 
We 
envision 
the 
summer
 camp
 as deal-
ing 
mainly  
with 
minority
-group
 young-
sters  of 
junior  
high  age. 
It will 
be a 
several -wet
-k
 
happening
 on 
the 
campus.
 
Students 
will live 
in the 
dormitories,  
and 
"classes"  
actually 
will be 
informal
 dis-
cussion
 
groups.
 
Plans 
will be 
made to 
permit 
maximum 
physical  
exercise  
(e.g., 
fields  
and  swim-
ming  pool
 will 
be
 reserved).
 
Guests  
will
 
be 
invited
 to 
come
 anti 
speak  to 
the  young-
stersthese
 
should  be 
people 
they 
can  
identify 
with,
 people 
who  have 
"made  it" 
but 
who still
 maintain
 ties 
wth  the 
ghettoe.g.,
 
Professor  
Cabrerra,
 Tommie
 
Smith,  
Stokely
 
Carmichael,  
etc.
 
The  two 
main  
matters
 for 
concern  (as
 
we
 see them)
 for the 
youngsters
 are: How
 
do 
I promote
 reform
 and 
change  so 
that 
freedom
 of 
opportunity
 and 
de facto 
equality
 exist in 
this 
country?  
And,
 how 
do I 
do these 
things 
and  still 
maintain 
mental
 
equilibrium
 and
 personal
 sanity?
 
In
 short,
 how 
to 
promote
 
change  
but  re-
main  sane
 in a 
world  
of
 
irrationality.
 
Pasquinade
 
By 
BOB 
KENNEY  
As
 
this 
academic  
year 
skids to a close, 
I realize 
I've 
learned
 a 
lot at SJS
 this 
year.  
Some 
things
 
for
 which 
I am especially 
grateful
 
are:
 
Nick 
Kopke's  
arrest
 
on
 Seventh 
Street 
last 
semester,
 
because  it 
reminds  me
 that 
our 
constitutional
 
rightssuch  
as  
freedom
 
of 
speechare
 not 
literally 
guaranteed
 
us 
but  are 
something
 
which we 
have to 
fight 
for 
again  
and  
again.
 
Jerry 
Spolter,
 for 
showing me 
that if 
people 
start tossing
 mud all 
over you
you don't
 have to 
toss it 
back.  
San 
Jose's
 
spring  deluge.
 It strength-
ened
 my 
belief  
in God because after 40 
days of almost
 consecutive rainfall, I 
realized 
God 
was  
keeping
 His 
promise  
to 
Noah.
 
the 
Red  Mountain and Gallo wineries. 
Jonah's Wail, for providing me with 
a song when I 
needed one. 
several kindly teachers who have 
changed my suspicion 
that most college 
professors dance in rings around bon fires 
on moonless nights. 
the first SJS "Be -in," because it 
showed me that some people are at least
 
trying to make "love" and "understanding"
 
meaningful words. 
the numerous 
good-looking  SJS coeds 
scurrying
 around campus 
each morning; 
as they
 give me an incentive 
for getting 
out of bed to go to that
 first lousy class. 
the CNP, because 
as
 some people 
mutilated and
 abused their 
candidates'  
elections signs, it 
made  me wonder if 
most 
"sophisticated" college
 students are 
ready for 
self-government?
 
the 
in -progress work 
on the tundra 
around Tower Hall.
 (But I wonder, 
where  
will the 
musk-oxen be able
 to graze next 
year?)
 
Words of 
the 
Wise  
The most 
important
 piece of luggage
 is and 
remains a joyful
 heart. 
Hermann Lona 
* * * 
Optimism is the 
true philosophers'
 stone, 
which  turns to gold everything 
it touches 
Jean Etienne 
Chaponnlere  
* * * 
A jest, a 
laughing  word, often
 decides the 
highest
 matters 
better than 
sharpness  and 
seriousness. 
Horace
 
* 
* 
Men are 
are not 
always 
what  they 
seem
seldom 
better. 
Leming  
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.1 
Marxists'
 Book 
Belli
 
Addresses  
Hits  
U.S.
 
Surplus,
 
Econ  
Prof  
Says  
Backs  
Supreme
 
"Monopoly
 
Capital"
 by 
Ameri-
ca's 
leading
 
Marxist  
monomials,
 
Paul
 Baran 
and 
Paul  
Sweezy,
 
was
 
reviewed  
by 
Dr.  James
 
O'Connor,
 
assistant
 
professor  
of
 
economics,  
at 
the 
Faculty
 
Book  
Talk
 
Wednesday,
 
in 
Cafeteria
 A 
and  B. 
The 
book, a 
product
 of ten
 years'
 
collaboration,
 
deals  
with  the
 fun-
damental
 
concept
 of 
economic
 
sur-
plus.  The
 
authors
 
believe
 that
 if 
a nation
 has a 
giant 
economic
 sur-
plus,
 then 
it will
 have 
greater
 
freedom.
 This 
freedom
 allows
 the 
nation 
to 
develop
 the 
social 
and 
cultural
 
aspects
 
of
 life. 
One 
of
 the 
main 
them  ies 
the 
book 
expresses
 is: how 
society 
uses 
its 
surplus,
 is 
how  it 
uses
 its 
free-
dom.  
The
 
authors,"
 states
 Dr. 
O'Connor,
 "feel 
that 
the 
United
 
States  uses
 it 
badly."
 
"The 
surplus 
in this 
country 
is 
used  for 
military 
expenditures
 
and  
sales 
expenditures,
 
which  include
 
advertising,
 changes
 in 
styles,
 new 
designs,  
packaging,
 and
 
training
 
salespeople."
 
"According
 
to 
the 
authors," he 
continued,
 "this 
is the 
most Irra-
tional 
system 
ever 
designed."
 
"The 
corporation
 in 
America,"
 
commented
 
Dr.  
O'Connor,
 
"domi-
nates
 every
 
aspect  
of life; it is the 
most
 
dominant
 
institution  
in the 
economy. 
"The
 
number
 of 
small 
business-
men  is 
rising,  but
 they 
are  not 
in-
dependent;
 
they
 are 
either 
fran-
chised to 
the 
corporation  
directly 
or 
dependent  
upon it 
in 
another
 
Dr. 
O'Connor,
 who
 came 
to
 SJS 
in
 1966, has 
written  much 
material 
In
 the area of 
economics and 
fi-
nances. 
He received 
his  Ph. D. 
from 
Columbia  
University.,  
Wednesday,
 June 1, Dr. 
Gary  
Albright,
 assistant 
professor of 
philosophy, 
will review 
Norman
 
Brown's 
"Love's Body"
 at the 
Faculty Book 
Talk, 12:30 p.m. 
in 
Cafeteria  A and 
B. 
Record Deaths
 
Hit U.S. 
Troops
 
SAIGON (AP)A 
record  337 
U. S. 
so/iSle.;  were killed last 
week in heavy fighting in Vietnam,
 
pushing the total for the war to 
10,253almost one-third the num-
ber of battle deaths in the Korean 
War, 
The U.S. Command also report-
ed Thursday that
 2,282 Americans 
were wounded last 
week and 31 
were  missing, an over-all
 casualty 
record for 
seven  days in Vietnam.
 
The 
previous  
record for Amer-
icans killed in 
a single week was 
274 
during the 
periods
 ending 
March 25 and May 
6.
 
The 
severe
 fighting 
exacted a 
heavy 
toll on the 
enemy. The
 
U.S. Command
 said 2,464 
North  
Vietnamese
 and Viet Cong
 were 
killed during the
 period. This 
was below 
the record enemy
 losses 
of 2,774 killed in the week 
ended 
March 25. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, then 
U.S. 
ambassador  to 
South
 Vietnam, 
said in a 
Saigon  interview
 last 
January 
he expected 
U.S.  casual-
ties to decline in 1967 
because he 
saw 
"sensational  
results"
 from 
American
 military 
operations.  
Actually, at 
the current rate, 
the 
total  U.S. killed, wounded
 and 
missing will top 
100,000 by the 
end of the
 year. 
By .101IN 
Spartan Daily 
stair 
iirit..r  
Strongly backing recent Supreme 
Court decisions 
and philosophizing
 
in general, San 
Francisco  lawyer 
Melvin Belli addressed
 an audience 
of about 250 Wednesday 
night  at 
the regular 
bi-weekly  meeting of 
the Society for the Advancement 
of 
Management.  
In his career the 89 -year-old 
lawyer has been counsel in over 
100 
cases in which his clients have 
received awards in excess of 
$100,000.
 
lie became 
internationally
 
known as the lawyer for convicted 
murderer Jack Ruby and for 
plead-
ing insanity as a defense in that 
case. 
11, explained that although
 he 
lost the
 case
 
and  was fired by 
Ruby's relatives the appellate court 
overturned the decision on every 
point in his 
appeal.  
In connection with this he em-
phasized that the problem with 
pleading insanity is the "layman's 
concept of an insane person  
someone that comes
 in with his 
coat  
on backward."
 
DEFINING INSANITY 
Adding that in conjunction 
with
 
this is the "problem we 
have with 
psychiatrists. 
They can't agree on 
a definition
 of insanity." He added 
that 
"they  have some 
problems  
with 
us (lawyers) 
too." 
He termed the
 Supreme Court 
"the only 
place  an individual can 
go for 
redress.  It is an 
individual  
court 
taking  care of 
individuals."  
"Don't you believe
 we have an 
antiquated
 jurisprudence 
system?  
The law 
is becoming modern 
in 
context
 that it is protecting
 indi-
viduals and their
 rights. 
SAM 
Meeting; 
Court  Decisions 
'Mate, 
of its devkiiitis  iire at-
tempting to 
infuse  us with the idea 
that we are our brothers' keepers
 
whether they the Supreme Court) 
know 
it or not," he said. 
In conjunction with this he out-
lined what he believes to 
be the 
two most important precepts for 
a professional man to 
live  by: 
BROTHER'S KEEPER 
"The first is that we are our 
brothers'  keepers both domestically 
and internationally, and secondly, 
being true to yourself with the 
idea of serving your profession. 
"If you work
 for money and 
personal  gain you're not going to 
make it. You're going to find your-
self out and you'll be unhappy. 
"This is the part
 of the hippie  
movement I like. There is some 
feeling of concern 
and service 
there," he said. 
Exhorting 
future
 business lead-
ers to face the 
problem of persons 
who are 
physically  handicapped 
and 
have prison records and to 
hire them, he
 said:
 
"I hope you're going 
to think 
about it 
now  that you are 
in 
your 
formative years because you are 
going to have to face this idea 
of being your brother's 
keeper 
later in life." 
Too many people today auto-
matically "ding a guy 
with yellow 
shoes or who wears 
his pants too 
high. 
SPECIFIC LAW 
"They
 put it off by readjusting
 
their emotions or 
preconceived 
ideas and their 
rejection
 of this 
individual
 goes by as analysis," he 
said. 
He advocated a 
more  specific 
body of law denouncing
 laws that 
are "too amorphous, indefinite, and 
History
 Professor
 Receives
 
'Excellence'  
Teaching 
Award 
Distinguished 
Teaching  Award 
has been 
given to Dr. 
Theodore
 C. 
Hinckley, associate
 professor of 
history.
 
Dr. 
Hinckley and seven 
other 
professors  were 
honored
 for "ex-
cellence in 
college teaching."
 
Awards to Dr. James
 Bosco, Wil-
liam 
Erlendson,
 Jack Holland,
 Dr. 
Michael  McIntyre, 
Dr.  W, Gibson 
Walters, 
Dr.  Gerald 
Wheeler,  and 
Dr. Graham 
Wilson were 
an-
nounced 
yesterday
 by the Daily. 
Dr. Hinckley is 
Director of SJS 
Conferences 
on the 
Westward  
Movement and 
Historical Involve
-
Friday
 
Flicks
 
Moves Screen 
Friday Flicks presentation of 
"The Spy Who Came in from 
the 
Cold" will be held in JC141 and 
not in Morris 
Dailey  Auditorium, 
announced a spokesman from Alpha 
Phi Omega, service fraternity 
sponsoring the film. The film will 
be shown at the regular times, 
6:30 and 
9:30 p.m. 
Admission  
is 
35 cents. 
The movie stars Richard
 Burton, 
Claire Bloom, Oskar
 Werner, and 
Peter Van Eyck. It is a spy thriller 
about a man called Leamas (Rich -
and Burton), a very somber re --
strained and desperate spy. 
rnent of 
the  Americas in 
the
 Pa-
cific Basin. He joined the 
faculty 
of SJS in 1959. 
A recipient of 
the  American 
Philosophical
 Society and Danforth 
Grants, he is also a frequent
 con-
tributor 
to scholarly publications.
 
Dr. Hinckley holds 
degrees
 front 
Claremont Men's College, North-
west Missouri State 
College, Uni-
versity of Kansas City and Indiana 
University.
 
The awards 
were established by 
the Legislature in 
1965. Candi-
dates 
for  the awards were nomi-
nated by fellow 
faculty  members, 
administrators and students, An 
Academic 
Council  special commit-
tee screened the nominations and 
made the final selections. 
Language 
Pre -Reg 
Pre
-registration
 for all 
language  
courses will 
take
 place 
starting 
Monday, 
at 8:30 a.m. The 
pre-
registration
 will 
continue  on 
Wednesday,  Thursday 
and Friday. 
The pre
-registration  will be 
held
 
from 
8:30-12  a.m. and 
from 1:30-
4 :30 p.m. in Room 
5A in Building 
N.
 
Home-Ec
 Counsel 
Program advising
 for home eco-
nomics 
majors and minors is 
now 
in 
progress  through 
Wednesday. 
Students should 
consult
 advisers' 
schedules and 
make appointments.
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ii Wait 
a:wiling 
to 
any 
judge.
 The 
trouble is 
jou  get something 
Wrong
 
with one 
piece  of the law and 
it 
goes 
all the way through."
 
lie gave an example of applying 
a general law 
against  obscenity to 
applying a general law against 
"all buildings that offend the pub-
lic taste and interest." 
He said 
that  much of the criti-
cism of recent court decisions 
might be attributable to persons 
who want a "return to conserva-
tism, to the womb, a kind 
of es-
cape from the horrors 
of the cur-
rent 
situation." 
During the question -answer
 pe-
riod a question on the FBI, Robert 
Kennedy, wire -tapping and J. Ed-
gar Hoover (It was a rather gen-
eral question) brought this reply: 
"Mr. Hoover takes slaps right 
and left at the United States Su-
preme Court  very snidely. Con-
servatively he is way over on the 
right. 
KENNEDY A HYPOCRITE 
"The Kennedys would have 
bounced him but he figured he had 
enough on them to balancethey 
called
 it a standoff.
 
"Robert Kennedy is a very rich 
man, a hypocrite and a union bust-
er at heart. But there was no one 
like his brother." He said that 
Kennedy is a "ruthless," power 
hungry politician. 
In reply to a question on the 
"police state" he claimed that  the 
police chief of Los Angeles had 
acquired information on all im-
portant persons on the West Coast, 
and asserted: 
"What the hell right did Chief 
Parker have to obtain a dossier an 
every prominent man on the West 
Coast." 
On capital punishment he said 
"to err is human
 and increasingly 
we are 
not  so sure of our 
judg-
ments. Maybe there were extenu-
ating circumstances." 
With the possible exception of 
police -murderers and repeaters he 
said he 
believes  in ending capital 
punishment. 
More personally he 
said
 that the 
farther he goes up the professional 
!adder and 
becomes  more and more 
in the public eye
 the greater "lone-
someness,
 despondency 
and prob-
lems"
 he faces. 
He received an enthusiastic re-
sponse from 
the audience. 
SPARTAN DAILY -8 
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I World -Wide I 
MORNING 
HEADLINES:
 
crisis in the MIDDLE EAST 
deepens . . in new developments 
the UNITED
 STATES is pulling 
wives and children of U.S. officials 
out of Egypt and Israel ... Presi-
dent Johnson made a surprise trip 
to CANADA yesterday to confer 
with Prime Minister Lester Pear-
son on crisis ... Arabs and Israelis 
report border clashes 
on
 the GAZA 
STRIP and an explosion
 in central 
ISRAEL . . 
now  ALGERIA has 
offered to send troops to bolster 
Egyptian forces . . . INDIA
 voiced 
support of 
Egypt's  blockade of the 
Gulf of Aqaba ... British Foreign 
Secretary George Brown continued 
talks with Soviet officials in MOS-
COW on the crisis . . . 
In last 19 years AMERICA has 
bestowed $3.4 billion worth of 
American dollars, loans, and cred-
its to Israel, only $27.6 
million in 
military aid . . . 
SAIGON reported yesterday that 
a record number of U.S. soldiers, 
337, died last week in 
Vietnam.
 
President 
Johnson, in WASH-
INGTON. proposed yesterday that 
the 
government  pay part of ex-
penses for presidential nominees
 of 
both parties during
 campaigns... 
In 
SACRAMENTO  yesterday the 
Assembly's bill to liberalize abor-
tion was rewritten to Gov. Rea-
gan's specifications . . . 
CALIFORNIA state employees 
received 
substantial  pay raises this 
week, in the vicinity of four 
to 
five
 per cent ... compiled 
from AP. 
Don't
 
laugh
 
at
 
Charles
 
Van
 
der
 
Hoff
 ' 
s 
big
 
ears.
 
He
 
can  
hear
 
a 
party
 a 
mile  
away,
 
thanks
 
to 
Sprite.
 
s 051 
HOP? 
unit
 
SPRITE
  
Social
-life
 
majors,
 take
 a 
look
 at 
Charles
 Van
 der 
Hoff.  He 
can't 
play 
the  
guitar. 
Never  
directed  
an
 
underground
 
movie.
 And 
then 
look  
at his 
ears! 
A bit 
much?  
Yes!
 
ButCharles
 Van
 
der
 Hoff
 can 
hear 
abottle
 of 
tart, 
tingling
 Sprite 
being
 opened 
in the 
girls'
 
dormitory
 
from
 across
 the 
caspus!
 
What 
does
 it 
matter, 
you say? 
Halt! Do you 
realize
 
that 
Charles  
Van
 
der 
Hoff  has 
never 
missed aparty
 
in four 
years?  
When he hears 
those bottles 
of
 Sprite 
being 
uncapped
--the
 roars --the
 
fizzes
--the 
bubbles
--he 
runs!  So 
before
 you 
can 
say anti
-existentialism,
 he's
 getting 
in 
on 
that tart, tingling,
 slightly 
tickling taste of 
Sprite.  And 
delicious  
refreshment  
--as 
well  as 
a good
 time
--is 
his.  
Of 
course,
 you 
don't  
bly_e
 to 
have 
ears
 as big
 as 
Charles
 Van
 
der 
Hoff's
 to 
enjoy 
the 
swinging  
taste of 
Sprite.  You 
may 
just
 have 
to
 resign
 
yourself
 
to
 a 
little  
less
 
social
 
life.  
SPRITE,S0 
TAR? AND 
TINGLING,
 WE 
JUST
 COULDN'T KEEP 
IT 
QUIET.
 
It's all about to happen  
The  
Fantastic  
WILSON
 
PICKET!
 
at Stanford 
University,  
May
 29, 3:30 
p.m.
 
Hear in person: 
 Mustang Sally 
 Barefootin' 
 In The Midnight
 Hour 
 Do You 
Like Good 
Music 
 Land of 
1,000  Dances 
 And 
many,  many 
more. 
Tidies ONLY
 
$2
 and 
$2.50, 
available at Stanford Be. Office or 
Wendell
 
Watkins 
Box  
Office
 at  
Sherman 
Clay, 89 S. 1st St.
 By mail, write: 
Wilson  Pickett 
Concert,
 P.O. Box 6537, 
Stanford, Calif. 
IT'S
 ALL 
ABOUT  
TO
 HAPPEN
 
SELL
 
YOUR 
BOOKS
 
NOW!
 
Get 
50%  
plus 
a 
bonus
 
during  
finals  
May 29 -June
 9 
cpartah
 
&Oki  tePe 
RIGHT OH CAMPUS 
4-11PAITAN
 DAILY 
Friday, May 28, 1967 
THANK 
YOU 
TOMMIE
 
SMITH 
an 
expression  of concentration . . . 
. . . association with teammate he's  off and running . . . 
carries burden on shoulders . . . 
The
 world track
 records you 
hare 
established are 
feats of 
great  physical prowess. 
The accolades you 
have 
received  
are  but small 
tributes indeed
 to your 
accomplishments.
 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert I). Clark 
President 
San Jose State College 
Photos  by A. J. Dubiel
 and Fred Rosenberg
 
where  Tommie 
goeshis 
shades  go . 
. . 
. . 
. stands  
high 
in 
everyone's
 
mind
 
, 
elm+. 
Tommie
 
Smith's
 World Records 
DATE
 
STADIUM 
MARK EVENT 
May
 
7,
 
1966
 S.J. 
Spartan Track 
19.5 
220y
 
Straightaway  
May 
7, 
1966
 
S.J.  
Spartan  Track 19.5 200m Straightaway 
June
 
11, 
1966 
Sacramento
 
Hughes
 Stadium 
20.0 220y
 Curve 
June
 I 
I, 1966
 
Sacramento
 
Hughes
 Stadium 20.0 200m Curve 
July
 
24,  
1966  
L.A. Coliseum 
(Tommie
 ran third 
in 43.8) 2:59.6 7600m Relay 
Feb.
 
18, 
1967
 
Louisville
 
Freedom 
Hall  
46.2 
440y Dash 
Indr. 220 
Track 
Mar.
 4, 
1967 
Oakland
 Coliseum 
(Tommie
 
anchored  
in 46.5) 3:14.9 Mile Relay Indr. 160 Track 
May
 13,
 1967
 Fresno,
 
Ratcliffe
 
Stadium
 
(Tommie
 
anchored  in 19.5) 1:22.1 880y Relay 
May
 20,
 
1967  
S.J.
 Spartan Track 44.8 
440y 
Dash 
May
 20,
 
1967  
S.J. 
Spartan  Track 44.5 400m Dash 
Friday, 
May 26, 1967 
SPARTAN 
DAILY
-6
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Keeps  
Team
 Loose 
With 
Humor  
A1.1)111  
OMEGA 
RHO  
, 
San 
Jose  
State's  
$ 
al 
fraternity. ,:;"," 
Tommie 
Is 
More 
Than 
Just Speed
   
By JIM 
STREET  
Spartan 
Daily Sports Editor 
Tommie Smith is more to the 
SJS track team 
than just someone 
who 
runs a 
19.5,  220 and 
makes
 up 
some 30 yards in 
his final
 leg of a 
relay. 
Possessing  a great sense of 
humor. Tommie not only keeps 
himself relatively
 loose before a 
meet, but it  rubs off on his team-
mates
 as well. 
There
 is never a dull 
moment
 
when you're around Tommie, and 
attesting  to this fact is Lee Evans. 
Smith's road roommate. 
Thoughts
 
on Being 
Tommie's  
mnItieentil:.
 
really a funny 
guy," Lee 
Roommate
 
S.T. Saffold
 
BY 
DENNIS
 
ANSTINE
 
spartan
 
Daily  
Sports  
Writer
 
Tommie
 
Smith  
is a name
 that 
creeps 
into 
almost  
any 
conversa-
tion
 on 
track 
or 
sports  
and 
is 
rapidly  
becoming
 
synoymous
 
with 
such 
words
 as 
unbelievable,
 be-
yonclness,
 and
 super
-human.
 
But  to 
S. T. 
Saffold,
 an 
out-
standing
 
Spartan  
athlete
 in 
his 
own 
right,
 the 
name 
remains de-
tached 
from the
 world 
of sports
 
and can be 
deftned as 
warm 
friend-
ship,
 
determination,
 
and 
confident  
modesty.  
Having 
been 
Tommie's  
room-
mate
 during
 all 
four
 years
 that 
the slim 
senior  from 
Lemoore 
has  
been 
at 
SJS. SWIM
 
has  
become 
to 
know the 
10 world 
records  hold-
er as not
 just the 
"world's  
fastest 
human," 
as 
most  
sport  fans do, 
but as 
a fellow 
human  being
 with 
desires
 and 
troubles
 just as every-
one 
else.  
JUST LIKE 
OTHERS 
"Tommie
 
is
 just like 
most  ath-
letes, 
including  myself,
 that won-
der 
sometimes
 if 
people  like 
us
 
just because
 we are 
athletes,  and 
if they 
would  still be 
our  friends  
if we were
 out 
of
 the spotlight 
just
 like ordinary
 people," 
Saffold  
stated.
 Adding, "But,
 with Tommie 
this 
problem
 is really
 multiplied 
as he 
is
 becoming more 
well
 known 
each time 
he
 steps out on 
the track 
and 
breaks another
 world record."
 
But, if this 
puts  added pressure
 
and  weight oh his 
shottiders,  he 
handles it 
well in his own modest 
manner. "Sometimes
 I can't believe 
how cool he is, for 
example
 take 
last
 Saturday's race. He had just
 
broken 
two world records, but to 
talk to him he didn't
 give you the 
impression of a guy who had done 
such a feat. He just didn't seem 
to realize, like I did, what a spec-
tacular thing he had done. He did 
just what he always does, just for-
got 
about it and put it into the 
past and started looking 
into the 
future," Saffold 
replied.
 
MI'Tl'Al. 
RESPECT  
As for the relationship
 between 
the 
two 
SJS stars, it is 
one 
of 
mutual respect for 
each  other's 
Kleenex
   
10c  
3 
Hershey  
Bars   
5c
 
2 Rolls 
Toilet 
Paper  
10c
 
2 
Rolls 
Paper  
Towels
 19c 
1 Box 
Cheer  Soap
   
24e 
2 
Bars
 Ivory 
Soap   Sc
 
Ajax
 
Cleanser
   Sc 
Crest
 large
 size   
29c  
One
 
Item  
With  Minimum 
Purchase
 of
 
$2
 
CASH
 
DISCOUNT
 
ON 
MAJOR
 
BRAND
 
GASOLINE
 
Puritan  
Oil 
Co.  
4th & 
William  
6th & 
Mayes  
10th & Tesler 
13th 4 Julies 
feelings and wishes. "I think we 
are good friends and understand
 
each other. The fact that we have 
both been
 engaged in athletics and 
enjoy the same interests has helped 
us to get along real 
well," the for-
mer Spartan basketball and 
foot-
ball 
leader added. 
"We 
never try to press each
 
other about Information 
or our 
feelings. This is 
especially  true on 
the day of a race, as I know Tom-
mie
 wants
 to be left alone
 with 
his  thoughts to concentrate on 
what has
 to be done," Saffold said. 
"Whenever Tommie
 is involved 
in something as he is 
right  now 
with track, it receives all of his 
determination
 and drive. But 
sprinting isn't 
his  whole world, 
as the fact that he wants to 
re-
ceive his teaching credentials so 
he can become a coach points out. 
"Tommie's 
main
 goal is to be-
come a 
coach  as he loves to work 
with youngsters, but 
that
 is still 
far into the future, Naturally, the 
Olympics is what
 he is shooting 
for when it comes to 
track,"  Saf-
fold noted. 
We believe you 
ST.,  and oh, give 
your roomie the word
  he's doing 
okay 
both on and 
off the track 
as 
far  as SJS is 
concerned.  
"I remember in New York last 
winter
 when we were competing in 
an indoor meet. We 
got to New 
York catty, FO Tom, Chris Papani-
colaou and I ciscided
 to watch a 
basketball game. 
"So we go down 
to Madison 
Square Garden and watch
 the 
game 
between  New York Univer-
sity and I think 
the other team 
was
 Rutgers. 
EVERYONE FIGHTS 
"Anyway, when 
we get in we 
find the 
audience  shouting
 names 
at each other and 
before
 long the 
two guys 
in front of us 
started  
having a fist fight. 
Not being the hero
 types, the trio 
sat back 
and  watched the 
activity. 
"I locked over 
at Tom," Lc., 
continued,  and he told us, 
"Cool  
it man. We better 
get  out hands 
down 
and shut up! 
Even
 if they 
dunk the hall 
backwards.  
"The game went on 
and then 
this guy 
really dunks the 
ball.  I 
looked
 over at Tom 
and there he I 
was his 
hands  underneath the chair 
and he was clapping
 away." 
AT BEST 
IN PROVO 
Tommie's sense
 of  humor 
was  at 
II
 
its
 best in Provo, 
Utah.  
"I remember
 before the 
220 
race," Lee 
commented,
 "Tom was 
talking 
to
 Reese (Dave
 of BYUI 
and he really 
got him psyched.
 
Tom asked him, 'Have 
you ever 
Sprinter Gets 
Awards
 
for  
Speeches
 
Besides  being the best 
runner in 
the world today, Totrrniie,§witli: 
a polished
 speaker. And 
well  he 
should be 
since he receives numer-
ous requests
 to talk at 
athletic  
awards banquets. 
That job isn't 
thankless,  how-
ever. Last 
year  
Tommie
 earned 
part of the uniform 
he wears while 
speaking at 
Castlemont  High 
School in Oakland. 
And
 that part 
of
 the uniform 
makes 
Tommie  stand
 out even
 
when  he isn't 
running.  
Castlemont, 
whose colors 
are 
ride and 
white,  presented Tom-
mie 
with a sweat suit. 
And the 
color?
 You 
guessed 
it --purple. 
The 
purple even goes well 
with 
the SJS 
gold
 top. Next time you
 
want to spot 
Tommie
 before he 
goes into action,
 check the pants. 
And when he does go into action. 
you won't have any trouble at all
 
spotting the 
"World's  Fastest Hu-
man in 
Motion," He's the man in 
front. 
OUR 
THREE  
DELICIOUS
 
WEEKEND
 
SPECIALTIES  
0o
-La
-La!
 
HOMEMADE  CHICKEN
 AND 
DUMPLINGS, A LA 
CARTE 
Potato
 
Including:  
Vegetables
 
Bread
 and butter 
$1.25
 
SMALL
 
STEAK  
DINNER
 
Salad 
Potato  
Bowl of 
Chili  
NEW  
STEAK
 
YORK
 
Salad 
Potato
 
Garlic  
bread  
$1.35
 
$2.15  
-"T 
ME 
PARKING
 AT 311 
S. 3rd Sf. 
ANGELO'SSteak
 
72
 E. 
`anta  
( litrit St,
 2)7.7 Mt 
00CsaCes(Y.4040=  
seen a thoroughbred go flying 
by?'  
Reeves laughed 
at the joke, but
 
stopped 
laughing
 shortly after
 both 
Tommie and Lee passed him. 
In the 
relays.
 Smith 
usually
 
finds
 himself 
running
 all alone. 
Being the gregarious
 type, Tommie 
likes 
conversation.
 
In Provo, the same 
situation
 per-
sisted,  but
 this time it 
wasn't  quite 
the same. 
He
 had won both the 
100 and 220 
yard dashes 
before
 the 
mile relay and, as Lee 
said,  "He 
was real tired." 
STEPS ON HEEL 
After Ken 
Shackelford,
 Bob 
Talmadge and 
Evans had built up 
a 
sizable lead, 
Tommie  slowed 
down a little in 
the back stretch. 
"All  of a sudden his guy 
from  
Idaho State comes
 flying up," Lee 
recalled.
 "Then he steps on 
Tom's 
heel. 
"Tom
 turned his head around, 
and, in his casual 
way.
 said, 'Hey 
cat, if you're 
going to pass 
me,  go 
ahead,
 but if not, stay 
back
 aways.' 
There was a 
short pause and then 
Tom said, 'He passed me.'" 
But that 
was  just a temporary
 
thing
 and Smith won easily. 
On road 
trips,  Tommie 
wants  
only
 two things for sure. 
At
 least 
is couple of 
wins- -and a good TV 
set at the 
motel. 
"As soon as he 
gets
 up 
in the 
morning,"
 Lee said, "on goes 
the 
TV. He can't 
miss  Precious Pup! 
That's his 
favorite cartoon.
 The 
say
 
that
 dog laughs 
really  cracks 
him up," Lee added, 
while  cracking 
up a bit himself. 
LIKES ROADRUNNER TOO 
"If there's time, 
he'll  watch the 
Roadrunner,  too," 
On 
the week before a 
real  big 
race, Tommie 
finds  himself doing 
irregular things. 
Take last 
week tor example. 
The
 day before his showdown
 with 
Evans in the -440, 
Tommie  drove 
by Spartan track and saw Tracy 
Walters and Nordy 
Jensen working 
on the track. 
"Hey Tom, come on in," 
Jensen 
said.  
The gate was closed, and 
with-
out checking
 it, he climbed over 
the fence, which has barbed 
wire 
on top. Once 
in, Walters and Jen-
sen sighed with relief. When 
he 
was ready 
to leave, Tommie un-
hesitantly, opened the gate 
and 
casually walked out. 
CAPTURED 
EUROPE
 
Tommie had some good times 
in Europe last year, and 
SJS  mach 
Bud
 Winter was with him 
much'
 
of the time, 
"When he 
was in Sweden," 
Winter said, "the 
Swedes
 wanted to 
put Tom in a 
cage
 with a cheetah. 
It was being billed as the two 
fastest 
living objects. Tom sure 
didn't want to get in the cage, but 
they finally did get 
him  in there. 
'That is one thing I CAN'T 
outrun,'
 Tommie quipped. 
S. HUROK 
THE "EXTRAORDINARY" 
AMERICAN  PIANIST 
EUGENE 
-- N. 5.5.,.
 Tub. 
ISTOMIN
 
STEINWAY 
COLUMBIA 
RECORDS  
TONIGHT! 
8:15 p.m. 
Morris
 Dailey 
Auditorium  
DON'T 
MISS IT! 
Admission 
$2 
"Also in 
Sweden,  there 
was a 
big track 
meet in 
Stockholm,  for 
the 
European 
championships,"
 
Winter stated. 
"The average 
crowds had 
been 
about  3,000, 
but 17,000 
came out 
the 
day  Tom 
ran.
 In one 
race
 
Tom 
got off to 
a huge 
lead
 and 
actually
 stopped 
in the track 
to 
wait for
 the other runners," he 
laughingly 
added.  
It is 
easy
 to see 
why  he was 
selected  as co
-captain  of this 
year's  
track
 team. 
He is 
blessed
 with speed,
 and 
his  sense of 
humor  is 
just
 frosting 
on the 
cake. 
Bakmas
 
Flower
 
Shop  
Flowers,
 
Corsages.
 
and 
Bouquets  
for special 
occasions 
or 
"just
 because." 
10411 & Santa Clara 
292-0462 
June
 
Engineering
 
Graduates:
 
Still
 
on
 
the
 
fence
 
aoout
 
your
 
future?
 
Let 
Edison
 help
 you 
decide
 how
 
much
 
your
 
degree  
is 
worth.  
New 
engineers
 
can 
get  
more
 
than
 
money  
at 
Edison,
 
because
 
we
 think
 a 
degree  
is 
worth  
more.  
Challenge,
 
growth,
 
and 
security
 
for 
instance.
 
Take
 
challenge. 
look at 
some 
of the 
projects
 
we're  
working
 on 
right
 
now.
 A 
nuclear
 
generating
 
station.  
EHV 
power
 
transmis-
sion.
 And
 a 
combination
 
nuclear
 
generator
 
and 
desalinization
 
plant.
 
Then
 
there's
 
growth.
 
At
 
Edison
 it's 
planned.
 
And 
it's 
fast.
 
Depending
 
on 
your  
back-
ground
 
and  
ability,
 you 
start
 out 
as
 a 
Junior
 
Electrical
 
Engineer  
and 
in 
a 
year  
and 
a 
half  
you 
can
 be 
an 
Assistant
 
Elecelcal
 
Engineer.
 
And  
of
 
course,
 the
 
money's
 
here 
too. 
Start
 at 
$735,  
and 
with 
normal
 
merit 
progression
 
you'll  
be 
making
 
$865  
in 
eighteen
 
months.
 
Think
 
about
 
security.
 
At 
Edison,
 
your
 
job  
won't
 be 
here
 
one
 day 
and 
gone  
the
 next 
because
 
we
 didn't
 win 
a new 
defense
 
contract.  
The  
money
 we 
spend  is 
our own.
 We're 
invest-
ing 
$315
 
million
 in 
the 
next
 
It
 
years
 to 
double
 our
 
present
 
facilities.
 
Obviously,
 
we
 
won't  
ask
 you 
to 
move 
to the 
other 
side 
of
 the 
country,
 so 
you'll 
have 
location
 
security  
as well.
 
Come
 on 
over 
to our 
side 
of 
the 
fence.
 
Write  or 
call: 
HOWARD
 
T. 
JUREWITZ
 
Personnel
 
Recruitment
 
Administrator
 
P.O.
 Box
 351
 
Los 
Angeles, 
California
 90053 
Telephone
 
213-624-711
 I , 
Ext.
 
651  
.SCE 
Southern
 
California
 Edison
 
An
 equal
 
uppuitunny
 
employer.
 
a 
little 
car 
goes  
a 
long 
way 
A 
Volkswagen has quite
 a reputation for 
being  
cheap to run. Almost 
everyone gets about
 27 
miles to a 
gallon of regular gas. It doesn't
 take 
much oil to keep a Volkswagen going. 
And  tires 
that go 40,000 miles per set is no 
special  news. 
(They're built
 to carry almost twice the 
weight  
of the car.) There aren't a lot 
of
 repairs and 
adjustments to put up 
with,
 either. 
Parts  don't 
cost
 a fortune because so many 
of them are 
interchangeable
 from one year to 
the  next. And 
license
 plates and insurance
 generally cost 
less
 
than for other cars. 
All in all, a Volkswagen  can save 
you 
a good 
$200 a year. And you 
can just go on saving all 
that nice money year after year. 
$1717
 
P.O.E. 
$199 
DOWN
 
$4999  
MONTH 
SPARTAN
 
VOLKSWAGEN
 
1560
 
N. 
FIRST  
STREET
 
SAN JOSE 
2136-8800
 
; 
AND 
SEXUAL  TUG 
OF 
wmpli_ivz,,,wo
 
"JANE
 
FONDA
 IN 
THE
 FLESH
 
IS 
SOMETHING
 FOR THE 
BOYS 
AND  
THE
 
MEN,"  
286-9191.
 
I 1 it'
 NT 
ij 
A 
TUX
 
Risme  yew 
AFTER SIX 
tux now 
tor all spring prams & formals 
GRODINS
 
Valley 
Fair
 Shopping Center 
San Antonio 
Shopping
 Center 
st. 
I 
e 
Biggest 
meet
 or tne 
mason 
Tracksters
 Up 
Against  Best 
in 
Modesto  
Tomorrow
 
6SP aRTAN
 DAILY 
Friday,
 May 20.1967 
By LEW 
ARMISTEAD
 
Swint, Daily Sports  
Editor 
One of the 
best  college track 
teams
 in the nation will go in pos-
sibly the 
nation's  top track 
meet 
this season 
tomorrow.  
sJS Spartans will 
face  
The new 
 
Fro,teci  
 
Frosted  
 
Frosted 
nisi' 
mum  ED! 
Frosted
 
Fashion
 Fruits 
look in hpyo-allergenic lipstick by Allercrerneft 
Papaya  Frosted 
Pomegranate  
1pple  Frosted
 Mango 
Stranberry
  Frosted Pear 
S2 each 
"lea  
& Ski 
StIll  
Regular 
itesall  Hair 
',ening 
Regular
 
sl.2.1 
Nlentien
 
Pre-Itleit  
ton  
Regular
 
Aziza  
F.se 
Nlake-tip
 
Regular
 
SI.50
 . 
Specials  
ot ion, 4 oz. size 
  now
 
89c
 
(.el, 16 oz. size 
  
now  77c 
I 
h.oilorant
 
  now 
69e  
Hemmer 
ht
 
Prince Matchabelli 
. now $1 
State
 
Rexall Drugs 
270 E. Santa
 Clara 
IT'S 
O.K. TO 
OWE  
KAY! 
Downtown
  65 S. First St. 
. 
:ate
 all 
r  
tickets
 
292.491i--
 . , 
mon., . r 
Nights until 9 
Valley Fair Shopping Center 
248.3040  
,r Mon. thru
 Fr;. 19:q1-.ts 
until 
9:30  
Sunnyvale
  
199 S. 
Murphy
 St. 
739 Ct.-, 
Thurs. 5 Pr, N:qh.,, until 9 
2t,rh AnnIvrrwr,  
.......
 
UNBELIEVABLE
 
VALUE!  
ei4e/t &wide 
$100  
No 
Money  
Down
  
SI
 A 
Wolk
 
-Zweine 
Marquise
 Cut
 
Diamond
 
Bridal
 
Sets
 
An 
inspiring
 choice
 of 
advance  
designs  
combined
 with
 
glamorous
 
Marquis*
 Cut 
diamond
 
beauty:
 rings
 that
 
always
 stay,
 never
 stray
 . 
for 
maximum
 
security.
 
Engagement
 and 
wedding
 rings
 are 
interlocked,
 
cannot  
twist  
apart  or 
turn. 
In 14H 
white 
or 
yellow  
gold. 
Praliiorp
 Folar,rdc, 5),.14
 11.1.1 
Ieasily
 their toughest meet of the 
M year tomorrow afternoon and C-
ning
 
at the 
California  Relays in 
Modesto. 
The only really class performers
 
who 
won't  attend the one -day af-
fair will be Kansas Unversity's 
premier half 
miler  and miler Jim 
Rytm. and Texas A&M's world 
!mord holding shot
 putter Randy 
Matson. 
The entry list, however, reads 
like a who's who in American 
track and field. Sprinter Charlie 
Greene, Jimmy
 Hines, four 17 -foot 
pole vaulters, long jumper Ralph 
Boston, distance stars Tracy
 
Smith, Ron Larrieu and Gaston 
Roelants, hurdlers
 Richmond 
Flowers and Ron Copeland and a 
host of
 outstanding relay teams. 
The meet will honor
 one 
of 
the  
United States' most consistent 
performers, Boston, 
who has set 
three records at the 
Modesto
 
meet. 
WEEKLY BID 
The 
Spartans,  in their weekly 
bid for world records, will 
most 
likely be aiming 
to obliterate the 
mile relay mark. They 
might 
lim to 
set a record just to 
win 
the  event. 
SJS
 will go with the same
 
quartet
 that set
 the 880
 world 
mark and 
American 
mile  standard
 
It 
Fresno
 two 
weeks 
ago 
Bob, 
CHRIS 
PAPANICOLAOU
 
... sky's the limit 
Eight 
Run 
Inning
 
Propels
 
ATO
 To 
Softball 
Crown 
Alpha Tau 
Omega  scored eight 
alley into left
-center
 field. 
times in the 
first inning 
yesterday  
afternoon, and
 then hung on to 
defeat the 
Grass  Menagerie 
8-5 
for the All -College
 Intramural fast 
pitch 
championship. 
The 
win  was the 
second  in a 
row for ATO 
in the best two -of -
three
 playoff. 
Dave Irwin, 
who  was the 
pitcher
 
of 
record  in every 
one
 of ATO's 
13 games this 
season, received 
credit for 
the win as he 
went
 the 
five -inning distance,
 scattering six 
hits. 
Tom Massip started ATO's
 game 
winning rally 
with a walk in the 
initial
 inning. Bob 
Chaffet  and 
Bob 
Welsh  followed with back 
to back singles to load the 
bases. 
Irwin then
 delivered the inning's 
key 
blow, a two-run 
double up 
the 
I Once 
tolling  ATO 
threatened
 not 
I to stop 
tallying
 six more 
times 
on 
bunt
 singles by Tim
 Holman 
and Bob 
Norclensan,  followed
 by 
a 
double  by Jim 
Martin  and a 
sacrifice fly by 
Massip. 
The Grass
 Menagerie came
 back 
to score single 
runs  in the second 
and third 
innings
 on solo 
home
 
runs 
by Frank 
Bisceglia
 and Rick 
Russo.  
In the
 fourth.  ATO 
misplayed  a 
bases  loaded hit by 
Jim  Miller into 
a three -run 
triple to close out
 the 
scoring. 
The fielding
 highlight of the 
game 
occurred in the 
fourth, when 
Grass 
Menagerie
 left -fielder 
Robin  
Durand 
reached
 over the 
fence to 
rob ATO's 
Rich  Watts of 
what  
looked 
like a sure home 
run.
 
NEWMAN
 
CATHOLIC 
STUDENT 
CENTER 
Mass Today 
at
 11:30 a.m. 
Daily Mass 4 
p.m. 
Sunday
 Mass 5 
p.m.  
79 S. Fifth 
Sf.  
295-1771
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CANNES FILM 
FESTIVAL  WINNERS: 
5th 
WEEK 
BURBANif, 552 S BASCOM-295.723
 
GO WHERE THE FINEST
 FILMS ARE SHOWN: 
SHAW
 INTERNATIONAL 
THEATRES,
 OF COURSE!! 
1966 "A MAN
 AND A WOMAN" 
SARATOGA
 THEATRE 29th 
WEEK
 
1967 "BLOW-UP" CINEMA  
BURBANK  THEATRE 5th WEEK 
 Exclusive Engagement  
TWO COMPLETE SHOWS 
AT 7 & 9 30 p m 
Michelangelo Antonioni's
 
first English language  
film.  
SIOMM; 
Vanessa 
Redgrave  
GRAND PRIZE WINNER 
1967 
CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 
I 
COLOR
  
LINKomenonded
 
for mature 
audiences I 
BLOW-UP
 
SARATOGA
 
Exclusive 
Engagement  
29th 
Smash Week 
14502 Big Basin  1167-3026 
WINNER OF TWO ACADEMY 
AWARDS
 
A MAN 
ANd  A 
WOMAN  
44<<<<  
KS 11, ,IoPl
 kli.X4
  011ASIS411.0101,KiLMI4
 II 
MOW
 01.511 
GRAND PRIZE WINNER 
1966 
CANNES FILM "BEST SCREENPLAY" & "BEST FOREIGN FILM" 
FESTIVAL  with ANOUK 
AIMEE 
& JEAN -LOUIS 
TRINTIGNANT
 
"AN EMOTIONAL 
1433 THE ALAMEDA  291-3060 
2ND  
EXCLUSIVE
 
WEEK  
THE NAME OF THE
 GAME 
IS . . SEX!" NY 
DAILY
 
NEWS
 
Pork F 
. 
JANE PETER
 
FONDA  McENERY 
ROGER'\1ADIM 
1131111E 
EVER 
(Sa Urea) 
PANAVISION.
 TECHNICOLOR' 
no ONY 
UNO(01 ISWILL
 Si AMUR!.
 
UNLESS ACCOMPAISIS 
SY PAIWYT. 
ADULTS 
CO -HIT: 
400S,
 
lo 
NOW  
EXCLUSIVE
 
294-5544
 
TT 
ENGAGEMENT
 
too  
beautiful  
to 
censor
 
Nikos Noundoutos'
 
YOUNG  
APHRODITES
 
A Proirk 
Fan Prorrisior Outobvird Ity 
r4.14...r 
"Beautiful to watch, 
wonderfully
 
exotic,
 
disturbingly
 erotic" 
- 
Saturday 
Review 
"It swings"- Playboy 
"OF
 WOMEN 
AND 
PLEASURE"
 
formed 
as the Spartan racketeers' 
No. 2 man this season while com-
piling a 9-5 record in dual meets. 
When it CAMP 
to the WCAC 
Tournament, however, the blond 
'Talmage, Ken Shacklefonl, Lee 
Evans and Tommie Smith 
Each are 
entered  in individ-
i.al events, but may pass some 
isimpetition to rest 
for the re-
lay. 
STILL ONE TO 
GO 
The 
Spurts
 
covered
 the dis-
tance in 3:03.3 at Fresno to smash 
the American record, but still have 
the 3:02.8 world standard set by a 
Trinidad national team in front of 
them, 
With a class field Arkansas 
A&M, Rice, UCLA, Southern 
University. University of New 
Mexico, and 
Prarie View A&M. 
the Spartans are going to be 
pressed to their fullest. Arkansas 
has run 3:06.0 and Rice
 3:06.6. 
Evans will be shooting for an-
other fast clocking in the 440 
where  he will be joined by team-
mate Shaekleford. Evans ran 
a 
seasonal best and second best life-
time 45.3 last 
week. 
The SJS duo will face Freddie 
Banks,
 46.1 440 man from the 
Southern California Striders and 
Thurmond Boggess who has clock-
ed
 46.2 for the Prarie View A&M 
I meet three other 
entries
 in the 
frosh. 
pole vault who 
have cleared 17 
Smith will tackle Nebraska's feet. That field is paced by world 
Greene, Willie Turner of the Ore- indoor record holder Bob Seagren  
!gun
 
frosh, 20.5; 
Jerry  Bright of 
Arizona State, 20.9; and Ed Rob-
erts from the Baltimore Athletic 
Club, 21.0. Greene holds the wotld 
record
 in 
the 
60
 yard dash. 
SJS's 
Chris  Papanicolaou will 
LEE EVANS 
... 440 
threat 
of USC. 
But  
the  
field
 doesn't 
stop
 
there. 
READY
 FOR 
ACTION
 
Dennis Phillips of 
Oregon Stati 
who has
 cleared 17 twice 
recently  
with a tops of 
17-1's
 
and UCLA's 
Dick
 
Railsback,  who 
beat
 Seagten 
last week with a 
17-1
 vault are 
ready 
to go. 
Stanford Jim Eshelman, 16-11%, 
Santa Clara
 Valley Youth Village's 
Jell Chase and Cal's
 Greg Miguel 
and Fresno State's Erkki 
Musta-
kari are 
also entered. 
Papanicolaou went 17 -feet for 
the first time last Saturday in set-
ting an 
SJS, Spartan Track and 
Greek 
national  record with a 
spring of 17-1. 
SMITH
 
FAVORED
 
The 2 -mile will
 
include
 
two
 
Spartan runners, Bill 
Langdon 
and Ralph 
Gamez.  Tracy Smith,
 
who has clocked 
8:32.5,  is the fav-
orite but 
will be pressed 
by George 
Scott
 of New Mexico,
 8:34.3, Ron 
Larrieu of the 
Striders, 8:51.6, and 
Arizona's Louis Scott,
 8:49.2, 
Other
 Spartan compeitors
 in-
clude Rich Arcide,
 javelin; Rickey 
lRogers,
 hurdles long 
and  triple 
jumps, Dwight
 Tucker, 
triple  
j jump;
 
Ellis  Williams, long jump, 
land Ed Johnson,
 high jump. 
Because He Wins 
.. . 
GordyMillerLikesTennis
 
Gordy Miller 
likes to win, and he 
couldn't have picked a better time 
to win big for the SJS tennis team 
this year. 
The public relations major per-
, 
GORDY MILLER 
likes 
to win 
.ifinnumnommommummommumunonmommumminliOniiiiinuninn
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SAVE
 
Up
 to 40% 
Off 
On 
Quality  
Name 
Guitars  
BUY OR 
RENT TO 
OWN  
at
 
MOyeP
 
4GaiC
 
 We have the 
largest 
selection  
of 
guitars and 
drums 
in town. 
 Guitar lessons are 
also 
available 
for 
your 
convenience.
 
E' Two Locations 
to
 Serve You 
 
84
 E. San F  
do 
298-5404 
B 
5  5161 
Stevens Crk. Rd. 
248.9858
 
3 
Linimitinomminimmumminiminininimmiiimmunimminnimn5
 
Miller really found his niche. He 
went  through the singles competi-
tion undefeated in five matches to 
win. 
The 6-0, 165 pound Miller then 
teamed with Greg Shepherd to 
capture the 
doubles
 crown. 
That was a fitting ending to the 
season for the two-year Spartan 
veteran. 
HAMPERED BY INJURIES 
Miller has been hampered this 
season
 by injuries 
suffered  during 
the soccer campaign. He also has 
competed for Julie Menendez' soc-
cer team and earned
 All-American 
honors while at City College of 
San
 Francisco. 
"Gordy had a slow start, but 
near the 
end  he came on 
real 
strong," coach Butch Krikorian ex-
plained. "He was injured in soccer 
and it's pretty tough to 
get 
started. 
"He's probably the fastest player 
we 
have ever had,
 
and covers a lot 
of 
territory."  
Miller played No. 2 man to Greg 
Shephard  all season and was 
ranked third for the tourney. But 
when
 Shepherd was upset 
early in 
the tourney, Miller responded to 
the challenge. 
He 
will  get 
his next chance
 to 
perform when he and 
Shepherd 
travel to the National Intercolle-
grates at Carbondale, Ill,  
The 22 -year old Miller started 
his collegiate career at the Univer-
sity of New Mexico, but trans-
ferred to SJS when he discovered 
New Mexico didn't have a public 
relations program 
ONE YEAR 
AT CCSF 
Gordy
 also played one year at 
('7CSF
 when the Rams won 
the,
 
State junior college
 championship. 
He had been ranked
 in Northern 
California 
singles until 
last  sum-
mer
 when he 
passed
 up most of 
the 
summer tennis 
competition  
while traveling in 
Hawaii. Even 
there, 
however, he 
couldn't  keep 
away
 from 
the courts
 as he 
com-
peted in one
 tourney. There he 
was 
second  
in
 singles and 
teamed
 
with 
Mike 
Martinez 
to 
take 
the 
doubles
 crown.
 
"The thing that I 
like so much 
about  
tennis 
is the travel
 and 
the 
fact that you 
are able to meet a 
lot of interesting people," Miller 
said. 
FROM EUROPE 
CHARTER
 
JET FLIGHTS 
One way 
Paris to 
San 
Francisco
 
August 2 
& August 4, 1967 
A 
very
 limited 
number 
of 
spaces is 
available  for 
faculty, staff, students of 
The California State 
Colleges
 
Fare: $225
 one way 
(Tar
 
Included)
 
For 
information:  
Office of 
International  
Programs  
The 
California
 Hata 
Colleges  
1600 Holloway Asno 
San Francisco,
 
California  
94132 
(415) 
469.1044  
OCT
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SPARTAN am's-7 
.Fall
 
ISO
 
Election
 Today 
Elections
 
for 
International
 
Student
 
Organization
 
I ISO 
fall
 
officers
 
will  
be held 
today,  
3:30
 
p.m.  
in 
Cafeteria
 A and
 B. 
Those
 vying
 for 
office  
of
 presi-
dent
 are: 
Earl 
Hansen,
 
senior
 
speech
 
major;
 
Romesh 
Soin,
 se-
nior 
engineering
 
major; 
and 
Surinder  
Sangha,  senior
 engi-
neering
 
major.
 
lraj
 
Farzaneh,
 Sara 
Shahabi  
and 
Maria  Ganotes
 are 
running 
for  vice president. 
Shirley Kibby and Pamela 
Bartlein seek the office of sec-
retary. 
Charles Moreland and Bar-
gara Patterson are running for 
publicity chairman. 
Virginia 
Moy and Vong 
Dinh  
Chuyen are 
vying  for the posi-
tion of treasurer. 
Phonellike
 Cleary/Now' 
and  
sound  off! 
Whatever's
 
bugging  you, get it off your chest 
and 
on the
 air. 
Call and tell 
it
 to Mike Cleary 
on this 
brand  
new  
radio  happening. 
Saturdays 
12-5  pm/Sundays
 1-6 pm 
Phone: 
478-3131  San Francisco 
834-2926 
East  Bay 
KCBS
 
radio 74 
has something
 to say 
*ytizt,
 
FIEANFP'l
 
I 
ajt," 
 
/10  
'4'
 a 
al 
at if 
at if 
gra.
 
tl 
COME IN FOR A DELICIOUS 
DINNER
 OR SNACK
 
141111111111111
 
Whether 
you're hungry for a fall 
course dinner or 
just a snack, we give 
you great food and prompt 
service. 
OPEN  TUESDAY THROUGH 
SUNDAY  
7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
HOWARD'S 
CRYSTAL
 CREAMERY 
7th and Santa Clara 
One Block 
From
 Campus 
JET TO EUROPE
 
THIS 
SUMMER  
EUROPE  
'67 
From 999 
inc. tax 
JET ROUND
 TRIP 
CHARTERED  
FLIGHT  
(for stale college 
student,  faculty and 
their immediate families)
 
From 
Los  
Angeles
 to 
London:
 
June 13-Sopt. 5 
via 
707 
Jet 
From
 
Oakland
 
to Brussels: 
June 17 -Aug. 29 
via 
707 
Jet 
($437)  
From  
San  
Francisco
 
June 20-Aug. 30 
to 
Madrid,
 London
 or 
Perk:  
($476.50)
 
Group
 
flight.
 
From  
San 
Francisco
 
June 15-5ept.  6 
to 
Madrid,
 
London
 or Paris: 
($476.50)
 
Group
 
flight  
Call
 
or
 
Write
 
Air and 
land
 arrangements by: 
Prof.  
David  
Mage 
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE 
1526 
Arbutus
 
Dr.,
 S.J.
 
223 S. First St., S.J. 
264-9275
 
after 
8 
p.m.  
297-8000
 
Not
 
state  
college
 sponsored 
or 
controlled.
 
Please 
send 
me 
information
 on 
charter
 
flights
 to 
Europe.
 
Nam*
   
Address  
Clty   
1777
 
Music  Students
 
Receive 
Awards 
REALLY THE BLUES  All alone and looking sad is senior Alan 
Bridges
 who will sing
 "The Shadow
 
of Your Smile," to SJS Jazz 
Ensemble accompaniment, 
tomorrow  night at 8:15 in Morris 
Dailey Auditorium. 
Music 
Fills  
Weekend 
 
Date Band, graduate 
music ma-
jor, was
 named the 
Department's  
outstanding student 
at yestet-
day's  music honors 
ceremony. 
He 
also received 
awards  for ex-
cellence  in instrumental
 per-
formance  and in history and 
literature.  
"This is the first time that 
the department 
has given three 
awards at the same time to one 
student,"
 said Dr. 
Gibson
 Wal-
ters, chairman of the Depart-
ment 
of Music. 
Other award receivers were 
Helen Farris Joseph 
for vocal 
performance; Sharon Kelley for 
music education; Leon Dilling-
ham for conducting and Linda 
Jansen for lower division the-
ory. Betty Hillmon received the 
Congress Strings Award 
and 
Susan Lanfri the Lanini Award. 
Eva Thompson Phillips 
Com-
* 
position awards went to R.achael 
Perez and Beatrice Kout.
 Kelly 
Cheng 
Recreates  Jazz 
To
 Cheer 
Lewis
 was nominated as the 
outstanding freshman. 
Ancient China
 
Scenes of ancient China will 
be musically recreated tonight 
during the Chinese classical 
music recital of Professor
 Tsai -
pi ng Li an g, internationally 
known Taiwan 
musician.
 
Professor Liang will perform 
traditional  Chinese folk songs 
and original compositions on the 
cheng, an ancient Chinese in-
strument dating back 
to
 618 
A.D. 
The recital is at 8:15 in 
Con-
cert Hall. Tickets, $2 general 
admission and 
$1
 for students, 
are available in the Student 
Affairs
 Business 
Office, Bldg. R 
and will be sold at the door. 
A musician in Peking 
before  
the Communists took power, 
Professor Liang is China's most 
widely 
traveled scholar, com-
poser and performer. He has 
performed 
in the U.S., Europe, 
and the Far East. 
Time Magazine, one of many 
publications 
praising  Professor 
Liang's musicianship, said of his 
performance on the 
ancient
 in-
strument, "We were rewarded 
with a dreaming sense of Con-
fucius' 
peace among the people." 
The cheng is a member of the 
Asiatic psaltery family, with 
with movable ridges for tunink--
and strings often 
made  of silk. 
For many years it was consid-
ered 
an archaic 
instrument  in 
its 
native  China, hut through 
Professor 
Liang's
 effort it is now 
one of the 
most Important
 in-
struments  of the Chinese 
classi-
cal orchestra. 
The 
concert  was 
arranged  by 
Lou Harrison, SJS
 visiting lec-
turer in 
music, in 
conjunction
 
with  his Music 
in World Cul-
tures 
class. 
The 
'Final 
Blues  
In tune with
 the dreary feeling 
final exams call forth, the Music 
Department, 
ASH and the 
SJS 
Jazz 
Ensembles
 will 
present  
"Really the 
Blues,  Pait III" to-
morrow 
night  in Morris Dailey.
 
The 
concert,  at 8:15, is free of 
chat
 
go. 
Against a background
 of psy-
chedelic  lights by the 
"People  
of the Black 
Circus."  Al Pierce 
will present
 readings from his 
KFRC radio 
show, "Better Liv-
ing Through the Chemistry of 
Love;" Dr. 
Sorrells,  SJS instruc-
tor in psychology, will blow his 
mind on tenor 
sax  and Forrest 
Buchtel, former SJS instructor 
in 
engineering,
 will perform wild 
things on 
trumpet.
 
The award -winning SJS Jazz 
Ensembles, 
directed
 by Dwight 
Cannon, instructor in music,
 
will also perform at the annual 
end -of -the -semester jazz concert. 
SIX WEEK 
SUMMER
 
MODELING
 
COURSE 
Call Now  No Obligation 
 Free 
Personal  Consulta-
tion. Betty Jeane Finishing
 
School and 
Modeling  Studio. 
436 
Los  Gatos -Almaden
 Rd. 
345-6003 
Call Anytime 
Or 
371-3261 7 Days a 
Week  
294-3480 
Hear about 
BahaTs summer project. 
"Race  Unity on the East Side 
of San Jose" 
TONIGHT at 8 p.m. 
231 E. San 
Fernando -7..12 
Free refreshments 
297-4372 
SPARTAN
 
DINNER
 
SPECIAL
 
Served 
every  night 
STEAK 
RIGATONI
 
GARLIC 
BREAD  
$1.92 
MANNY'S
 
CELLAR  
Mon.-Thurs.:
 
5-9 p.m. 
Fri.
-Sat.:  
5-10 p.m. 
175  W. 
St.
 John 
286-5990
 
Dr. 
Clarence  R. Sands, 
Pastor 
Barry Keiser,
 
Nii,ster to Codagians 
For the complete
 collegiate exparionc
 
worship 
this  Sunday at 
First
 Baptist Church
 
2nd & 
San Antonio
 
11:30 111
 a.m.  
Monolog  
Worship
 
7 p.m.  
Evening
 Sorvice 
College  Dept. 
(Sparta.
 
Tr
-C)
 
9:45 a.m.  
Morning &minor
 
5:45  
p.m.
  Evousimi Forum
 
Meets at 
Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio
 
FIRST IMMANUEL
 LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
AND  STUDENT 
CENTER
 
Luthe,an
 GurchM,ssouri
 
Synod 
374 South 
3rd Street 
Sunday Services at 8:15,
 9:30 and 11 a.m. 
COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP 
Two blocks 
from  campus 
Every Wednesday Night
 at 7 p.m. 
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 
292-5404 
A. Craig Settlage, VicarOffice 294-7033 Home-298-3718 
NOW RENTING 
FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL 
NEWLY FURNISHED, SPACIOUS APARTMENTS 
 $25-$37.50 a month per person 
 2 & 3 
bedrooms 
 Total of 49 units
 
 New 
carpets,
 stuffed couches and 
chairs
 
 Extra large 
kitchens,
 living rooms and 
bedrooms  
 Pool, 
sundecks,  fireplaces and ample 
parking 
 
Party  Room with color TV 
470 
S.
 11th 
 
2155. 12th 
295 - 2242 
WALK-IN TEST 
FEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 
TOMORROW MORNING 
DATE: Saturday, May 27, 1967 
TIME: 9 a.m. 
PLACE: JC 141, Journalism Building 
Gateway To Over 60 Career Fields  In The
 Federal Service. 
Challenging Positions Now 
Housing and Urban 
Development 
Personnel 
Administration  
Contract 
Management
 
Supply and 
Procurement  
Food and
 Drug Inspection 
Federal Tax Administration 
Social Security Administration 
Available  For 1967
 Graduates: 
Computer 
Programming  
General 
Administration  
Economics
 
Labor Relations 
Budget and 
Fiscal Mgt. 
Investigations  
Psychology 
OPEN TO ALL 
SENIORS AND 
GRADUATES
 
NO 
APPLICATION  NECESSARY 
 Ars, III N. 
SHOOT
 
THE
 TUBE...
 
to Robert's for Bonus 
Week Daring 
Finals
 
etelA 
POO,1  
330 South
 Tenth Street 
across  from
 
The 
men's  dorms 
OPEN.
 
Friday, Saturday
 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
 
Monday  
-Thursday
 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Ii 
TPortirel
 A d. 
WHAT
 ARE 
YOU
 
DOING  
DURING  
VIETNAM
 
SUMMER
 
1967? 
"It is time 
now  to meet the 
escalation  of the War 
in Vietnam 
with 
an
 escalation of opposition
 to that War. I think 
the time 
has  come for all 
people
 of good will to 
engage  in a massive 
program of organization, of 
mobilization.  This is the purpose 
of Vietnam 
Summer.
 And I'm happy to join as one of 
the 
sponsors
 of 
what I 
consider a most 
necessary program, a pro-
gram 
that  
may  well determine the destiny of our nation." 
Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., 
at press conference announcing 
VIETNAM
 SUMMER, 
Cambridge, Mass., April 23, 1967 
In 1964. the Mississippi 
Freedom Summer Project mobi-
lized 
thousands  of students, clergymen and 
concerned
 
citizens in the struggle against racial 
injustice.  
The time has corny for an even 
more massive effort to arouse 
the conscience of the 
nation
 - this time against the brutal and 
unjust
 war
 in Vietnam. 
VIETNAM
 SUMMER  
is a 
call
 for 
10,000 volunteers, including 2,000 full-
time workers, to spend the 
summer  in 500 
communities  organizing and educating 
against the War. During the next four 
weeks speakers and field organizers will 
visit campuses and cities around the 
country recruiting  participants for VIET-
NAM SUMMER. All peace, civil 
rights  and 
civic groups and all concerned citizens 
are invited to join in this 
nationwide  ef-
fort and to begin preparation
 in local 
communities for a VIETNAM SUMMER 
project.  
VIETNAM 
SUMMER
 
is
 
a 
project  to reach 
the millions of citizens in communities 
across the na-
tion who 
oppose 
the war in Vietnam 
but whose voices 
have not yet been heard. The goal is to create 
a new, 
independent force
 in America which will undertake a 
broad range 
of 
concrete
 
actions  to end the war. In 
many communities, VIETNAM SUMMER 
will  focus on 
establishing a powerful political base of anti
-war
 senti-
ment capable
 of electing candidates in 1968 who call 
for 
an
 immediate peaceful 
settlement  of the war. 
VIETNAM SUMMER will 
support
 and organize opposi-
tion to the 
war  in ghetto areas of the 
nation  and 
among young men of 
draft age who in ever greater 
numbers
 are refusing to fight. 
VIETNAM SUMMER 
is an unprece-
dented 
attempt  to bring together the 
hundreds of thousands 
who marched 
against the war on April
 15, who voted 
against the war in 1964 and again in 
1966, and the millions of Americans
 who 
want 
peace.  
Dr. King's 
call
 for VIETNAM SUMMER 
is supported 
by Dr. Benjamin Spock, Robert
 Scheer, Dr. John C. 
Bennett, Dr. Albert 
Szent-Gyorgi,  Archbishop Paul J. 
Hallinan, 
Rabbi  Abraham Heschel, Carl
 Oglesby, Wil-
liam Pepper, Carey 
McWilliams,  and many others. 
VIETNAM
 SUMMER
 
urgently n 
e e ds 
your support (a minimum
 budget of 
$350,000 is required). Let us hear from 
you 
right 
away.  
Rev. Robert Holtzapple,
 Treasurer 
Send to: Vietnam 
Summer, 129 Mt. 
Auburn  Street, Cambridge,
 
Mass. 
02138  
Local
 Headquarters: 550 
Benton  St., apf. 5, Santa
 Clara, 
California 292-9209 or 
246-0942
 
pply at 7th Street Rally 
Today
 
at 11 :30 a.m. 
[=I 
I 
want to work for 
Vietnam
 Summer 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY   
STATE  
ZIP 
, 
R-er
 
ARTAN  
DAILY 
"daY " 
" 1967 'Banquet 
To 
Award  
New Cafeteria To Solve 
Lunch  Lines And Crowds 
tt SAMMY>: PA:Nit/CAW 
Spartan Dail) Staff Writer 
I 
Lunch  lines were fairly common 
during the days of the Great De-
pression,
 and they 
still  haven't 
SJS has 
its 
own  
lunch 
line every day around noon 
in the Cafeteria. 
Originally opened in 1956. the 
college's million dollar cafeteria 
was designed to handle
 only 5,000 
students. Hut now, 
according
 to 
assistant 
manager
 Edward Me -
I Moon, these just isn't enough space 
to go around. 
I "We
 don't mid any mole 
tables
 
1,,,:tuse
 we've 
done that already 
il 
now  there just 
isn't  
any
 more 
-..ce for them," he says. 
-Last week we had three ban-
quets all 
going at the same 
time 
in the 
evening,"
 he said, agreeing 
' that even the cafeteria's
 special 
sei vices are 
cramped. 
"We 
have a staff of 
five
 men 
who work every night from 8 p.m. 
to 4:30 the 
next  morning just 
Ieleaning up the 
day's  mess," Mc-
Aloon
 added. 
He is 
annoyed more 
and more 
every
 day by people who just 
come 
in 
and study, but
 he never dis-
courages  anyone from 
eating or 
using
 facilities.
 
When
 the new 
cafeteria,  to 
be 
included in 
the new College 
Union  
building
 is finished 
next year, "the 
extra elbow
 space we need 
now 
so bad will be with us". 
The present cafeteria 
will
 con-
tinue to function,
 with the second 
one having
 only one dining area 
and
 therefore just
 enough space 
tot "extra
 room." 
"Generally we 
plan  the size of 
new 
buildings  by the number 
of
 
people we 
expect will use 
it," he 
stated.
 
With expected increased
 enroll-
ment by 
1980,  there may be an-
other plan for a 
third  cafeteria. 
Until 
then,  lunch lines and 
rum-
bling stomachs 
will continue to be 
evident
 in Spartan Cafeteria.
 
Swim Team Honors 
The SJS swim team will hold 
Its annual award banquet this eve-
ning at 7:30 in the Garden City 
Hofbrau.
 
The mermen, coached by Tons 
O'Neill, copped first place honors 
in 
the NCAA
 Western 
College 
Re-
gionals, 
while  placing 4th nation-
ally In the college division. 
Accoiding to O'Neill, the 
Most 
Valuable Swimmer. Most Im-
proved 
Swimmer
 and the Alan A 
Kelly Team Captain's 
Memorial 
Awards will be given at the 
banquet. 
Steve
 Williams, 1967 swim team 
captain is slated to receive the 
Kelly Award, 
O'Neill said yesterday that the 
Memorial Award was
 instituted 
In Honor of Al Kelly, 1965 team 
captain, who was killed in an air 
accident in the Colombian Andes 
shortly 
after he graduated. 
Spartaguide
 
TODAY 
IEEE.  
7:30
 p.m., 
'Awful
-Awful.'  
Election
 of branch
 officers
 for 
stu-
dent
 branch 
members.  
International
 Students
 
Organi-
zation,  
3:30  
p.m.,
 Cafeteria
 A and
 
B. New officers 
for  
fall
 
semester  
will be elected. 
TOMORROW 
PI 
Alpha  
Nu,
 7:30 p.m.,
 Plateau
 
7. 
Elections  will 
be 
held. 
SUNDAY 
Canterbury  
Amorist:Ion,
 5:30 
p.m., 
Chapel  of 
Reconciliation.
 
Eucharist, supper 
and 
elections 
will be 
held.  
Spartan  Tr -C, 
Third  and San 
Antonio.
 
Meetings
 will 
be
 held 
at  9:45 a.m. and 
545  p.m. 
Education
 
Pre
-Reg 
Secondary Education Pre -Reg-
istration will begin its first phase 
on Monday,
 ascot ding
 to 
Dr. 
Dvzight Shafer, department
 eltair-
man. 
Intention
 of enrollment
 ques-
tionnaires will be distributed for
 
those 
students  who wish  to enroll
 
in courses for the Secondary 
Teaching
 Credential, the 
Junior 
College Teaching Credential, the 
Pupil Personnel Setvices Creden-
tial, 
or
 the
 Librarianship
 
Creden-
tial. 
Questionnaires may 
be
 obtained 
In ED431 at the following times: 
May 29 9:30-12:00 
May 31 9:30-12:00 & 2:00-4:30 
June 1 9:30-12:00 & 2:00-430 
June 29 1:00-3:00
 
June 30 9:00-12:00 
Educator Group
 
Elects
 
President 
Dr. Joachim Stenzel, professor
 
of foreign languages, has been 
elected president of the Classical 
Association of the Pacific 
Coast. 
The 200 member association is 
composed of high school, college 
and 
university educators
 of Latin 
and 
Greek.  
Dr. Stenzel has 
been  a member 
of the faculty since 1959. He is 
a native of 
Germany
 and received 
his doctorial degree 
from  the 
University of Florence, Italy. 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Classifieds
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS'
 Ill 
8401 LOS ANGELES/AMSTERDAM round 
P 
JET  
June 25
-September
 5. Several 
seats 
available. Alliance Francaise  
c/o 
SIERRA TRAVEL, 9875 
Santa Monica 
Blvd., Beverly Hills,  1213)
 274-0729.  
AVIATION 
TRAINING 
Academic
 Excellence 
Summer
 Programs
 
Oakland International 562-3482  
SIERRA ACADEMY
 
OF AERONAUTICS, 
INC.  
REUNION,
 SAN JOSE HIGH, Class of 
'62. Contact Louise 
at 738-1185
 or 
Lynda at 298-3599 before June I. 
DOVES 1r Congressman Don Edwards. 
lz,port
 Dinner. June 
10 
4.50.
 Call 
269-0773. 
SOARING ot interested in a 
glider 
  end of 
summer.
 Looking 
Call Stuart Bugg, 295-9559. 
TOWER LIST 
on sale in all bookstores.
 
  r, for pre-reg!  
EXTRAORDINARY  
KITTENS  free to 
P' 
297-0779,  
WOULD LIKE FEMALE companion to 
'rave
 
to Mexico for
 2 
weeks. Leave 
end of August or 
first of September, 
return for school. Millie,  293-9877.  
FREEI MIXED 
GERMAN  SHEPHERD 
-1 Labrador Retriever pups. 7 weeks. 
' 
948-4837.
 
TODAY IS THE LAST 
DAY  TO PLACE 
, 
1 
A 1.TIME AD , ;IN ,ISPARTAN
 DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS. 
 
SATISFIED 
WITH AMERICAN 
POLITICS/ 
with 
me in 
organizing  a 
 ti e Young 
Peoples' Socialist 
, 
xuth
 affiliate
 of 
the so -
U. S. A. From
 the time 
V. Dabs, the
 SP and 
been the 
voice  of demo-
, 
 America.
 I need 
sty-
, 
'n the
 San Jose 
and  
 :he summer, 
to make 
 
next
 
semester  and 
 
politics.
 For further 
624-1609,  between 
(Paid By Pete 
Ellis  A51311 
AUTOMOTIVE. 121 
; 
PORSCHE  
TIRES  & 
wheels,  815 
per 
wheel  
wlth
 tires.
 Good 
for VW.
 Call 
298-5883.
 
HONDA  
SUPER 
90, '65
 rebuilt.
 $185.
 
29S-5883.
  
64 HONDA
 305
 
Scrambler.
 
Good  run-
' r,nditio:.. 
Must sell. 
Call
 298-3641.  
55
 DODGE.
 
Excellent
 
running
 
condition.  
 i'er
 takes 
it. 292-8226
 after
 6 p.m.
  
1957 
KARM-ANN
 
GHIA.  
Good cond.
new 
paint, 
tires. 
$500. 
Dr. 
Wasser-
man.
 
ext.
 2210.
 
354-7205
 evenings. 
'62 
AUSTIN
 HEALEY
 3000 
-Mark  
II.  Wire 
wheels.
 2 
tops,  
ovedrive.  
Must 
sell! 
Make
 
offer, 
245-6941.  
fib 
HONDA  
SCRAMBLER
-$450.  
Com
 
proicon
 
bred,  
excellent
 for any
 kind of 
rid,rq.
 
Ask  
for 
Kip.
 351
 S. 
11th
 
#8. 
,all
 
286-1683.
 
1959
 
MERCURY.
 
Good
 condition, low 
rniMage.
 New 
tires.
 8350.
 Phone
 287-
I 1078.
 
'60 
CORVA1R.
 
3
-speed.
 Rebuilt 
engine.
 
new
 
seats.
 
$425 
or
 
offer.
 
Cal -hey
 Claw-
son 
295-9588
 
between 4 
&  7.  
'58 
VOLVO.  
Radio.
 Good 
tires. British 
Racing
 
Green.
 8375 or 
offer. 
287-0665.
 
HONDA  
SPORTS 
50,
 
-1-966.  Excellent 
condition,
 2,000 
miles.
 $225. Call 269. 
7166
 
after 
6 
p.m.
 Must
 sell!   
GERMAN
 
CAMPER,
 VW 
'62. 
$1,295.  
I
-owner.
 
Excellent
 
care.  
Sleeps
 
S. 
Extras,  
economical.
 
Call   
356-4266.
 
'66 VW 
MICROBUS  
Deluxe. 9,000 
miles, 
perfect 
condition.
 
Professor original 
owner.
 
Evenings,
 
356.6766.
  
'5? 
PLYMOUTH 
4 -door
 
standard  
shifi 
6 
cylinder.
 Good
 
tires.
 Must sell. $100 
or 
7.
 Call 
297-1408.
 
'57 
RAMBLER.
 
Excellent
 
condition. New 
tires.
 
8200.
 Must 
sell. 
Judy 
293-9938.  
Evening,
 
ISO 
CC 
HONDA  
'64.
 Excellent condi-
tion.
 
$265  
or best 
offer.
 377-8719. 
After  
4 
per,
 call
 
742-7129.
 
1960 
FORD 2 
door. 2 
new 
tires.  
Radio,
 
hexter
 
standard  
transmission.
 
$250 
Call 
293.9215.
 
21 ACRES,
 1000 
foot  frontage on 
year--
round Uvas Creek.
 Beautiful setting. 
530.000 with $6,000 down. (408) 426-
6400. Hill & Dale Land Company.  
NEW ..HARMONY.. ELECTRIC guitar. 
Double pick-up.
 Must sell. Also small 
two plug-in amplifier. After 4, 287-0934. 
MAGNAVOX AM -FM, short wave con-
sole. Revere-Wollensak tape 
recorder. 
Call
 293-9951 after 4 p.m.  
HAMMOND SPINET ORGAN model 
M-3.  Like new. Call 2934326.  
ELEGANT FORMAL
 wedding gown. 
Was 
$75, now $35. Call 293-5558 after 
6 
p.m.  
MUSTANG,  
'65, 
RED,
 6 cylinder.
 
Stand-
.ird 
transmission,
 
radio
 end heater, 
New 
 'its. 
Beautiful  
condition.
 
81495.  
Call  
264-3174. 
FOR 
SALE  
131  
OUR LOSS your gain! New 
beautiful 
wedding ring
 set. Cost $725, sacrifice 
$425. Almost 1 carat. 252-2440.  
STEREO 
EQUIPMENT:  Garrard Turn-
table, Eico 
Amplifier,  2 speakers. Best 
offer. 286-5578.  
DRUMS, ST. GEORGE, 4 -pieces, 18" 
cymbol, 
orange  
fleck. 
Good 
condition 
8225. Call 294-3027,
  
DESK: LARGE old 
office desk. $25. 
Book shelves, 2"x12", beautifully fin-
ished redwood, 10 ft. long, 820. Dishes. 
See 
at 641 S. 11th. *12.   
SURFBOARD. 9' 10" and racks. No 
like
 new. Sacrifice. Call 
Chris  
al., 
4 p.m. 286-908). 
HELP WANTED 141 
ASSIST ENGINEERS in 
wind tunnel 
tests. 4 full time jobs 2 night 
& 2 day 
shift. Engineering major 
desired.  $450-
550. Mr.
 Gowen 961-1111 Extension 
2288. 
ARO Inc.
  
DISCOUNT RECORDS 
INC. is opening 
a new store 
in San Jose at 99C N. Red-
wood. Male sales 
clerks needed. Some 
retail sales experience 
desirable.  Call 
Mr. Van Pelt, 371-2153, 7-8 p.m.  
UPPER  DIVISION or graduate 
student
 
to manage men's rooming house. Con-
tact Peggy Defter in office of Grace 
Baptist Church, 484 E. San 
Fernando. 
DIRECT
 ACTION 
NEEDS 
YOU! 
Do you 
want  a career? 
We handle 
career  positions only. Pro-
fessional,
 ethical service. Partial listings. 
many more positions, (Fee and no feel: 
MALE 
MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PRO-
GRAM to $600 
ELECTRONIC TRAINEE 
Some 
experience or education to $550 
INDUSTRIAL SALES  TRAINEE
 
to 
$700 
JR. MECHANICAL
 ENGINEER to $700 
JR. DRAFTSMAN 
FEMALE
 
to $700 
LEGAL SECRETARY TRAINEE to $500
 
COPY TYPIST on busline 
to $450 
TEACHERS
 AID 
Enjoy working
 
with 
students?  to $416 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
TRAINEE  to 
$600 
ACCOUNTING  TRAINEE 
to
 
$500  
DIRECT
 ACTION AGENCY 
1680 The 
Alameda  295-2406 
Owner, 
manager -Harold Stephenson,
 
Class of '58 
20 
ACRES  
OFF  
HIGHLAND
 
WAY, 
paved country
 road, 
beautiful
 
trees,
 less 
than 
1/2 -hour
 from 
Los 
Gatos.
 $16,000
 
with  $4,000
 down. 
(408) 
426-6400,  
SUMMER ORGANIZERS 
NEEDED for 
Vietnam 
Summer. Work for peace. 
Apply at rally 
Friday
 or phone, 292-
0516. 
"NOTHING  
HAPPENS  
UNTIL 
SOMEONE  
SELLS 
SOMETHING!"
 
We are looking 
for men 
and women
 
who 
want to 
make things
 happen 
- 
and
 if you 
have
 the 
ability
 to sell, 
we 
offer  
opportunities
 
unlimited
 for 
income  
and 
advancement.
 
Guaranteed  
income 
and 
company
-paid 
training  
program  
- 
excellent 
fringe 
benefits  - 
prestige 
position.
 
LET'S 
GET 
TOGETHER
 NOWI
 
CALL 
EDWARD
 F. 
DOWER,  
MANAGER 
at 369-4136.
 
METROPOLITAN
 
LIFE
 INSURANCE 
CO. 
1175 Marshall 
Street
 
Redwood
 City, 
California 
An 
Equal  
Opportunity
 Employer
  
NEED 
MONEY?  
Can you 
sell? We 
need 
college 
representatives.
 
Quality  
Sports-
wear. Box
 1345, 
Lincoln,  
Nebraska.   
PERSONNEL
 SEARCH
 
AGENCY
 is 
now  
recruiting
 for 
several 
national 
compa-
nies 
for the 
following  
NO
 FEE 
positions.  
MECHANICAL  
ENGINEERS
 
to $750 
BSIEs 
to 
$750 
DRAFTSMEN
 
$600 
ACCOUNTANTS
 
to 
$650  
STAFF ASSISTANTS
 
$500 
PURCHASING
 TRAINEES 
UNDERWRITER 
TRAINEES 
$550 
CLAIMS 
ADJUSTER  TRAINEES 
$525 
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES to $700+ 
TECHNICAL  SALES 
to 
$650+ 
Many other fee 
and no foss jobs. 
PERSONNEL SEARCH
 AGENCY 
III W. St. John 
Suite  310 
San 
JOS.
  
2864181
  
MOVING TO 
SANTA CLARA 
June 18. 
Need 
RELIABLE  
babysitter.  
Full  time 
summer 
or
 permanent.
 Own 
transporta-
tion. 
Write  Mr. Day 325 
Bernal, Liver-
more or 
call 443-1902. 
References.   
WANTED:  SINGLE 
COUNSELORS, 
21-
35. for
 fine Kings 
Canyon 
private 
girls'
 
camp for: 
Archery, Riflery 
(male o.k.), 
Yearbook
-photography,  
English Riding.
 
Also need 
Bookkeeper  & 
Kitchen  Help-
ers. 967-8612.
 
TEAR OUT 
BRING 
TO INTERVIEW 
Summer 
employment  
now  available 
in 
promotional  
department
 of Spencer
 
International.  
Work
 on electric 
reads-
matic 
pacer  locally and in resort areas. 
No experience
 necessary as 
we will train 
qualified
 students. Call 
May II .June
8 only 
and  ask for 
Student
 Placement 
Manager.
 
OAKLAND
 832-1878 
HAYWARD 582-2414
 
SACRAMENTO
 442-1198 
GUARANTEED  PAY 
$105 WEEKLY 
HOUSING 151 
MALE
 
ROOMMATE
 
needed  to 
share  de-
luxe
 2
-bedroom
 
apartment.  
Any 
time
 
after 
June
 1. 875 per
 month. 
292-2233.   
FURNISHED
 I 
& 2 bedroom
 apartments.
 
$90-$140 
month.
 Pool. 121 
N. 8th. 
297-
5203.  
To buy, set, rent or 
announce anything, 
just fill out and clip 
this 
handy order
 
blank.  
Send to: Spartan Daily 
CLASSIFIEDS, 
1206, San lose State 
College, San lose 
Calif 95114. 
CHECK  A 
CLASSIFICATION
 
O 
Announcements
 (1) 
fl 
Automotive
 (2) 
1:1 
For 
Sale
 
(3)
 
El 
Help 
Wanted  (4)
 
O 
Housing (5) 
ID 
Lost and 
Found  (6) 
El 
Personals
 (7) 
O 
Services
 
(8) 
o 
Transportation  
(9)
 
CLASSIFIED
 RATES 
'in 
mum  
Three lines One 
time  Three times Five times 
One time
 
i;
 
3 
lines
 
I 
150
 1 2.25-1-  
2.50 
4 
lines 
2.00
 2.75 
3.00 
5 lines 
2.50 
3.25 
3.50 
6 
lIneal
 
3.00 
3.75 
4.00  
Add this 
amount
 fa 
each 
addI
 
banal
 line 
AO
 
.50 
.50 
Print your ad hire: 
(Gant
 approximately 33 Letters and Spices 
for 
Each Line) 
Oe 
Not Abbreviate 
No refunds possible 
on canceled ads 
Address  
'Meese 
Print, 
days 
,nclosed  is 
$ 
Mem_ Start 
ad on 
(Date)
 
Please allow 2 daps offer placing 
for ad fa appear. 
posmosprrs...,   
$135 
LEASES  a 
2 bedroom
 fully 
fur. 
nished 
horns  at 440 Elizabeth 
St. near 
10th and Santa Clara.
 Walking distance 
to SJS. Zulpo Realty day 
or
 night, 259-
4230.   
HOME FOR SERIOUS, responsible upper 
divisir% 
or grad 
men. $150 
summer, 
080 
fall.  400 S. 13t5. Call 353-2084 after 
6 p.m. or weekends, 
or 
write  
Sunni  
Slaughter,  Box 383, Redwood  Estates. 
NICE
 
2 -BROOM FURNISHED apart-
ments for fall and summer rentals. 
Cheap
 
rates.
 1/2
-block from SJS. 453 S. 
9th. See manager, 
apartment  2.  
NEWLY -FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS
 - 
Now renting for 
summer
 & fall. 2 end 3 
bedrooms, 
new  carpets & furniture extra. 
large
 kitchen,
 
lining rooms,  & bedrooms, 
pool, sundeck. fireplaces,  party room witn 
color TV. $25-37.50 a month per
 person. 
215 S. 12th, 
297-4673: 470 S. 11th 
295-2242,   
LOW 
SUMMER RATES. Georgianne 
Apartments. 2 and 3 
bedrooms, air con-
ditioning, pool. 695
 S. 
11th,
 Call 287-
1843.  
3 -ROOM
 APARTMENT. Furnished. 
460  
S. 
6th. 
Summer
 rates, 
$75 per 
month. 
Fall,  $94. Cool, 
clean,  quiet.  
3 -ROOM 
APARTMENT. 3 students at 
$36 
each.  Lease now for September 
I -January  IS.
 Cool, clean, 
quiet. 460 
S. 
6th. 
FURNISHED
 STUDIO -two blocks
 from 
State. Very 
quiet.
 Garage included.
 
Available  June 15. 
Phone 252-4247.
  
SUBLET FOR 
SUMMER.
 1 bedroom, fur-
nished, modern apartment.
 Only $73 per 
month. Ask
 for Chris, 295-9608.
  
DEPARTING  FACULTY 
MEMBER  has 
historic
 Los Gatos home 
for sale. 7 
rooms. 
Large  lanai. Darkroom.
 62'xI40' 
magnificent 
lot,
 below Novitiate 
winery. 
$25,500. 
Dr. Wasserman, Ext. 
2210:  
354-
7205 
evenings.
  
RESERVE 
APARTMENTS  
NOW!  Sum-
mer.
 $60 to 
$110.  Fall. 
$70  to $160.
 
Studios, 2 & 
3 bedrooms. 
Clean, quiet. 
628 S. 10th 
St., 298-6319
 I to B 
p.m.  
MWF,
 Saturday 
&  Sunday 
only.  
SUMMER 
SUBLET  June 24
-September  
IS. 2 -bedroom,
 furnished 
house  with 
large 
grounds. 10 
minutes from
 Stan-
ford. 
$120  month.
 Evenings,
 322-8166.
  
FEMALE
 
ROOMMATES
 needed
 to 
share 
apartment  for 
summer and/or
 fall.  
San 
Jose 
end/or San 
Francisco.  2116- 
3815
 
WANTED
 TO 
RENT: 
3-4 
bedroom  
house.  
Beginning  
August I.
 
Robert  
Levinson,  
2805  
Cherry,
 
Berkeley.
  
RESPONSIBLE
 
FEMALE  
ROOMMATE
 
WANTED. 
Move 
in
 June 
1st.  3 -room 
apartment.
 Sun 
deck. 
$57.50 
month.
 
Apply 
231 E. 
San 
Fernando,  
#7 or 
phone  
206-6073
 daily 
after 1 
p.m.  
RENT 
FOR 
SUMMER.
 SO'clfr.
 I -bed-
room,
 
Mobile  
home. 
Air conditioned.
 
Newly
-decorated.
  $75 
month. 
294-8603.   
ROOM
 FOR 
MEN, 
single
 or 
double,  in 
private
 home. 
Quiet,
 
light,  
comfortable.  
146 
S.
 14th.
 
286-3025.
  
4
-BEDROOM
 MOUSE
 for 
rent. 
Fully 
furnished
 & 
quiet.  
Large garage
 with 
ample 
storage. 
2 blocks
 from 
campus.
 
Available  
June 
15th. 
$180. 
Call 
252-
4247. 
TEACHER
 
WANTS  
house 
or 
apartment  
for 
2 with 
pool 
for  summer
 
session.  
Will  
sublet.
 After
 5 
call
 
354-7249.
  
MEN
-LARGE,
 
COOL,  
QUIET  single 
and  double
 rooms 
with 2 
kitchens, 
living 
room and 
parking
-$25-30
 per month 
for 
summer.
 See 
Rick  at 
532  S. 
9th  or 
call 
264-3994  
after 
6 p.m.  
ROOMMATE 
WANTED  
for next 
semes-
ter 
to share
 
apartment  with 3 
other 
guys.  
Close  to 
campus.
 
286-5267.
  
SUMMER 
RENTAL 
3 -bedroom,
 2 -bath 
home. 
Must 
see to 
appreciate.
 
Nice.  
quiet. 285
 S. 
12th. 297.4497,
  
FURNISHED
 
1 -BEDROOM
 
apartment.  
4C3I5ealn, 
quiet. $79
 per 
month.  
Call  286- 
2.11 
PP ER 
DIVISION 
ROdMMATES  
wanted  
summer  & 
fall to 
share 
apart-
ment
 with 
four 
others.  
Dishwasher,
 big 
4rofirse.  
6th 
#3. 
osu3m.mer,
 $45 
fall. 
287-0392.
 
FURNISHED
 1 
& 2
-bedroom  
apartments.
 
Near
 
campus,
 
Summer
 
rates.  
Call 
297-
6116. 
438 
S.
  
9th 
St.   
WEEDED:
 
FEMALE
 
ROOMMATE
 
for 
fall. 
Grad 
or 
upper  
division.
 
Over  
21. 
Roomy
 
apartment.
 
After  
4:30,  
294.1111.
 
$32.50  
- 
LARGE  
ROOM.
 
Linens 
fur-
nished.
 
Male 
student  
or 
employed
 
young man.
 484 
S. 
13th
 
Call
 
293.2711.
 
THREE
 
ROOMMATES
 
needed
 
for 
sum-
mer.
 
Pool.  
$30 
per
 
month.
 
Call 
John,  
297.7497.
 
LARGE
 2
-BEDROOM
 
APARTMENTS
 for
 
2. 
835 per 
month.
 For 
three,
 
830. 
Sum-
mer
 
rates. 
Fall
 
reservations
 
also.
 
2, 
3 
8 
4 
people.  
635 S.
 11th 
or
 
call
 
298-0102.
 
NEED MALE ROOMMATE to share nice 
I -bedroom apartment
 near
 campus. 
Call  
Lou,  292-9604 evenings.  
UNAPPROVED LUXURY 
APARTMENTS  
for girls 
only.  Furnished with 2 & 
3 
bedrooms. Off-street parking. Special
 
summer
 
rates  
$30/person. 550 
S. 11th 
St. Call 269-4409.  
MODERN APARTMENTS for rent. $85. 
Kitchen, drapes, carpeting, extra stor 
age. 5 minutes from SJS. 293-5995.  
WANTED: GARAGE SPACE for sum-
mer to work 
on my car. Will rent. Call 
286-5972
 after 4 p.m.
 
4-BEDROOM EICHLER for rent. $275. 
For July or August. Utilities paid. Fur-
nished.  Cool yard. Willow Glen. 
Soft 
water. Beautiful. 264-9969,  
WANTED: COUPLE to manage 18 -unit 
apartment. Starting June 1st. Free rent. 
Near campus. Call 322-6669.  
NEED ONE MALE roommate to share 
apartment in San Francisco this sum-
mer. Call 2944871 afternoons.
  
GIRLS UNAPPROVED Boarding house. 
Private 
apartments  plus dining area.
 10 
meals
 served
 per 
week. 
Also 
apart-
ments, summer
 rates. 292-7278. 
SUMMER STUDENTS 
ROOM & BOARD $70 PER MONTH 
Large, 
comfortable
 house close 
to cam-
pus. Females only. 
565  S. 5th. Call 
297.9742.  
COOL OLD HOUSE
 for rent for sum-
mer. For three people. 98 S. 
11th.
 Call 
295-5068.  
NEAR THE LIBRARY, one .bedroom 
apartments. 580-595 Summer Rates. 48 
S. 4th St. *13 or #18. 286-4289: 
292.7852,  
NEAR CAMPUS. Clean, 
quiet  2 -bed-
room
 apartments with 2 baths, carpets, 
disposal, big closets & 
electric  kitchens. 
Summer Rates. 706 S. 9th.
 295-0763, 
294-9170, 243-1926,
  
1 AND 2 BEDROOM
 furnished 
apart-
ments, Quiet,
 new. Garage. Washer 
and 
dryer. 546 S. 
5th.
 294-3810.  
I BEDROOM FURNISHED
 apartments. 
Clean,  
quiet,  nil utilities
 paid. 
Couple  
or 3 to 4 students. Parking. 
454 S. 7th. 
295-7590.   
NEED  4 GIRL 
ROOMMATES  for sum-
mer. Own room. 840 a piece/month. 
Call 
292-7862.  
LOST AND FOUND 161 
REWARD
 - $50 
for information
 lead-
ing to return 
of 305cc 
Honda  
Scrambler
 
license 
431996.  Taken 
from
 4th & San 
Antonio on 
May  IS. 243-8543.  
LOST: 
BUSHY  
TAILED,
 yellow and
 white 
male cat. 
Vicinity  of campus. 
Last
 week. 
Call 286-6303. 
PERSONALS
 
Ill 
CUSTOM MADE
 contemporary wedding 
rings.  Original jewelry in cast gold 
and 
silver. George 
Larimore, 
354-1273.
 
SERVICES  IS)  
TYPING. 
Thesis,  term 
papers,
 ens.. es 
perienced  & fast
 Phone 
269-8674.
 
21 & 
MARRIED. 
Liability,  
property
 dant. 
age & uninsured
 motorist 
coverage  on 
auto 
insurance. $21 for 3 
months.  Dana 
Towle,
 244-9600.  
TYPING. Pica 
Electric. Work 
guaranteed.
 
Call
 243-6313 between 9 a.m.
 and 8 p.m. 
EXPERIENCED
 TYPIST - 
Theses, 
term
 
papers,
 etc. Zo 
Johannpck.
 258-4335.  
ASTOR'S
 COIN
-OP 
AUTO 
WASH
 AND 
WAX  
732 S. 1st 
between
 Virginia & Margaret. 
Also 
Lincoln
 Ave. & 
Sunol-Vacs 105 
250
 
or 5 minutes -It's 
easy
-Try it!  
RENT A TV OR STEREO
 from 
Etches.
 
Free 
delivery,
 free 
service, no 
contract
 
Call 
251-2598.
  
BABYSITTING. Hour, day, or week. 
Large
 fenced yard: play 
equipment.
 
Mrs. Carlson, 264-9054.
  
'TYPING. Experienced & fast. Legal 
stenographer,
 Will 
do theses, term 
papers. etc. 264-8592. 
TRANSPORTATION
 191 
RIDER WANTED
 TO MICHIGAN to 
share expenses and driving. 
Leaving
 
June 9th. 
294-1357. 
I PERSON NEEDED to share expenses
 
around U. S. this 
summer. Call 
Mike
 at 
286-3957. 
FREE RIDE
 TO 
MISSOURI
 for
 2 
lucky
 
females. Must be attractive, 
liberal
 
minded & co-operative.
 Leaving 
June
 
8. 
Call Dan
 
294-9354
 or Geni 
287-1842.
  
RIDER 
NEEDED
 FOR NEW
 
YORK.
 
Share 
expenses.
 Leaving 
on
 
or
 
about
 
June 6. Contact
 Alan at 
295-6216.
 
NEED 7:30 
RIDE 
to 6 
weeks
 
summer
 
session from 
Cambrian  
area.  
Will  
share
 
expenses. 377.3851 
after
 
5 
Pm. 
 
